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GREETINGS 1995

Again this year, thanks for your orders, comments,
letters, visits and patience. All were greatly
appreciated.

Last year was difficult in the extreme. I had
given up on my knees, had to have help to get around.
James came home and began to do most of the work and my
Doctor put me on a regimen of derivative extracts or
whatever from the gristle of Shark skeleton and skin
which seems to promote the padding between joints and
now my knees are or seem to be young again, so I no
longer have to face the dreaded operations and inserts.
No trouble getting around now.

This year we have complete the new show areas.
Many new plantings and great areas of new seedlings and
selections as well as new varieties from other

hybridizers. Almost too many new Iris and Hems. So
please feel welcome to visit our gardens at any time.
One of us will be here to welcome you.

Thanks

Chet and Jim.

TERMS

FOR HANDLING and POSTAGE, Please add $5.00 up to 5
plants. Over 5 plants, add .50 per plant to the basic
$5.00 fee.

MINIMUM ORDER, $15.00. Payment by Check, Draft or Money
Order.

BONUS PLANTS, will be added to your order in accordance
with the size of the order and postage amounts. This
year there will be an abundance of Bonuses. Please list

your choices and if we have them, we will include them.
PLEASE NOTE. Quantities of many items are limited, so

list alternatives if possible. Orders will be shipped as
received. Iris shipments will begin on July 10th.
HOSTAS. This year we are listing only our own
originations, as all others are in use for propagation.
OUR THANKS. Our old friend Twila Olmstead has given us

the rights to use her "Squiggles". They haven't been
seen since Tell Muhlstein's last catalogue, we loved
them and enjoyed each and every one. We think you will
too. Each year will be different.



NEW IRIS FOR 1995

All 1995 Introductions "net

Extras Our Choice

II

(Royal Rage x BlackBLACK ACCENT (Tompkins 1995) M. 34
Dragon) X (Catawba Ruby x Darkside) This is a huge
flower of glowing black red. The petals are very broad
and flare out to a near horizontal position. It has an

ultra clean, unusual velvet like finish that seems to

glow with an inner light. Its stalks are well branched
with up to nine or ten buds. A clump or a row makes
quite a spectacular sight.
#89-13 $35.00

CASCADE WATERS (Tompkins 1995) M.VL. 38" (((Winter Watch

X Lady Cynthia) x (Skating Party x Lace Ballet))  X (Lace
Ballet X Frost Alert)). One of the most beautiful whites
we've ever seen. Its massive blooms have perfectly domed

standards and Semi-Flaring falls. All the petals are
broad, beautifully ruffled and have extra heavily
substance with a velvety finish. Sturdy well branched
stalks carry the huge flowers in perfect placement. A

huge white beard accents its beauty,
opening flowers seem to have an almost imaginary hint of
blue, as if now its there and now it isn't.
#90-133A

FANCY WRAPPINGS (Tompkins 1995) T.B. E-M.L. 38" (Beguine
X Atomic Flame sib x (sib to Rosy Cloud x Wild Side)
Closed, graceful stands of glowing mustard gold, heavily
flecked and Striated with Ruby Red and semi flaring
falls of deeper, velvety looking mustard gold heavily
lined in a lovely full pattern of vivid Morocco Ruby.
Very showy, strong well branched stalks and many buds.
A perfect show piece all done up in a Fancy Wrapping.
#91-19

FOUNDATION (Tompkins 1995) ML. 35
started in 1946 using only reds and pinks. See bulletin
for Family Tree) Many of our named varieties come from
this work and are used along the way. Foundation is a

massive flower of excellent form, having broad well
domed standards and widely rounded horizontal falls. It

is a vivid blend of reds, extra bright and intensive as

to color. Very difficult to describe as it seems to be

a smooth self blend of Ruby, Cardinal, Hollyhock and
Cordovan red melded with bright molten Copper and brass
reds. It fairly shouts for attention, which it certainly
gets. We think it may truly be the foundation for a
whole new color range in the red and pink and in between
spectrums.
#89-47

At times the

$45.00

$45.00

(From long lines

$45.00Stock Limited



JUST ONE LOOK (Tompkins 1995) M. 38" (((Intermezzo x

Mendenhall lilac sib) x Intermezzo Orchid white sib))
x((Priscilla x Midwest Gem) x Lilac Matula sib))) X
(Easy Grace x Easy Grace) x Grand Waltz) This is  a self
of smooth Lavender, even to the beard. Its been known to

a lot of Irisarians who have seen it here during the

last four years, as "That true lavender". It is large
with well domed stands and semiflaring falls. The petals
are very broad with rather wide ends that gives the
flowers a fascinating, rather squarish look. Stalks are

excellently branched with elegant flower placement. It

first bloomed during a wind and rain storm, even so,
with just one look, that's all it took!
#89-57 $40.00

LOUD WHISPER (Tompkins 1995) M.L. 38" ((Emissary x
Untamed) x (Night Lightning x Enchanted Land)) X (Air
Bubbles X Dark Twilight) Broad, wide petaled,
beautifully formed flowers of a florescent shade of
electric like Lilac Cerise. Extra vivid and a visitors

favorite, with its attention demanding color. A ruffled
beauty with large delightful blooms, which are enhanced
by beards of rich Lilac Cerise with a faint trace of
cream, well placed on perfect stalks.
#90-73 $35.00
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PRINCESS PITTYPAT (Tompkins 1995) M.V.L. Reb. 37"
(Daredevil x Busy Butterfly) X (Apollodorus sib x Purple
Pepper) A surefire bloomer both spring and fall. Extra
showy in either season, as it has tall well branched
stalks and huge beautifully ruffled wide petaled
flowers. It has a rich Ivory ground and a neat half inch

border of dark Heliotrope purple around the petals edges
and the rest of the Ivory fall is covered with large
blackish purple spots as if it had been peppered with a

shot gun. A strange brownish blue beard accents its
distinct differences. Don't miss it.

#92-3

TURN ON (Tompkins 1995) T.B. 34" (Pagoda Goddess  x ((Lux
Aeterna x (Bon Bon x Tinsel Town))) X (Ming Porcelain)
Silvery standards flushed or tinted very faintly with
apricot orange pink. This color is a bit heavier around
the outer parts of the broad heavily waved and ruffled
petals. The standards are broad, semi-flaring with
beautiful ruffling and an edge of picoteed lace. Their
color is a compelling shade of deeper orange pink. When

viewed close up the color seems to be an allover applied
thread work of deeper orange over a silvery base,
pinkish orange silver based beards add to its beauty.
One look and you'll find its a real "Turn On
#93-16

$40.00

Pale

$35.00

(Beijing x DanceWITS END (Tompkins 1995) E.L. 38
Fever) X Hot Streak. Trying to describe this will drive
you to distraction. Yea! To your very "Wits End". Huge
flowers with broadly rounded nicely domed stands and
great round flaring falls. Color it Chamois gold with an
overtone of almost invisible lilac and a brushing of

bronzy blue around the beard with a great wide splash of

Amethyst blue from the beard to the edge of the fall.
Tall excellently branched stalks often carry 4 blooms at

once making it a real show piece.
#92-33C $35.00

BORDER BEARDED

CALICO KITTEN (Tompkins 1995) E.M. 26 in.((Peccadillo x

Laredo) x Palace Lantern)) X Beautiful Baby. A pale
lemon to butter yellow self with an edging of reddish
Cinnamon lilac. A heavier brushing or stitching at the

throat accents its pattern. Many branched and budded
stalks makes it a daintily charming show piece.
#84-64 $20.00



1995 PERSONALITY PARADE

$10.00 Each — Net, or all six for $50.00

As we write this.
Which,

theme of Wagon trains and Rodeos enticed us to give free
reign to our imagination. "The Oregon Trail Story"

The "Head Honcho" called a "Council Meeting" attended
by the "White Hat Hero" as well as the "Dirty Coward"
and sundry others. They decided to hire a "Gunslinger"
or two and have a final showdown with the "Bad Guys"
before joining the regular personality parade. These
participants provide their Resumes. We hope they will
become your lifelong friends

HEAD HONCHO (Tompkins 1995) M.L. 36 in. (Wheeler Dealer
X Playin Around) A heavily ruffled, slightly picoteed,
large flower with broad petals heavy substance and
elegant lace. The ground color is white with standards
blushed rosy orchid and falls bordered and nicely
patterned of striated Cerise Red.

COUNCIL MEETING (Tompkins 1995) ML. 39 in. (Wind Walker
X (Tinsel Town x Stepping Out F4) Tall with very strong,
wind proof perfectly branched stalks that carry large
showy flowers of excellent form. The ground color is a
blend of Ivory and rich Country Cream with a pale touch
of Heliotrope in the standards. Falls of the same color
but

glittering shades of smoky ame’thyst.

WHITE HAT HERO (Tompkins 1995) M.L. 36 in. ((Candle
Power x New Revue) X (Candle Power X Tulip Festival))
(Comanche Drums x Wedding Candles) A fat flower with
wide round petaled, nicely domed standards. Huge widely
flaring falls of rich Plum wine, heavily undertoned
orange. Different and very showy. Very poplar here.

DIRTY COWARD (Tompkins 1995) E.VL. 38 in. (Luxury Lover
X Apollodorus) Large flowers, excellently formed with
wide petals. The standards are flame orange midribbed
with red tints. The falls are smooth with a velvety
finish in cleanly blended Pansy Purple and Plum with a
brown gold beard. Perfectly branched stalks.

GUNSLINGER (Tompkins 1995) E.L. 38 in. (Apollodorus x
Dance Fever) X Smart Alec Huge, broad petaled with fine
form. This has standards of bright Sunflower yellow and
falls of deep Valencia Orange which highlights a smooth
overtone of vivid Mahogany red, leaving an edge of
Sunflower gold. Viciously bright, it practically says
"Defy me and you're dead!"

it is the year of the Oregon Trail,
incidentally ends very near here. The western

are heavily sanded peppermint and edged in

X



BAD GUYS (Tompkins 1995) M.VL, 36 in. (Suddenly its
Spring x Heavenly body) X Revival Meeting Sib. Standards
of glowing creamy chamois with a subtle infusion of
greenish lavender, that's hard to detect, above round
flaring falls of almost florescent orchid Cerise with
shoulders of richer Cerise Purple delicately brushed on.

A real eye catcher.

PERSONALITY PARADE REGULARS

$6.00 Each or 3 different ones @ $5.00 Each

AD VANTAGE (Tomp. '90) M.V. 37" Large, semiflaring
flower with nice ruffling and picoteed edge. A self of

vivid Cranberry violet, blended reddish amaranth, with
excellent form and bearing. What garden couldn't use
this to their advantage.
AROUND TOWN (Tomp. '88) M.VL. 39" A truly stunning
plicata, this has stands of snowy white with an overlay
of rich violet. The falls are like white velvet with a

half inch border of vivid purple. Friends will gossip
about this flower.

BILLY McKEE (Tomp. '93)
glittering sky blue, with very broad, rounded petals.
It has a full globular form and the flowers look like
huge sky blue bubbles placed on well branched stalks.
Visitors say it makes their eyes pop!
BITTERSWEET GOLD (Tomp. '88) M.L. 38" Very large flower
with perfectly domed standards and widely flaring falls.
Self of very deep and bright Fulvous or apricot orange,
is very smooth and velvety with no veining or haft marks

This smoothness is accented by a very full beard of deep
orange red. Worth its weight.
BLUSHING BUTTERFLY (Tomp. '87) M.L. 36" Large, showy
flower with Orchid stands. Fuchsia Rose falls which are

bordered creamy orchid. Broad petaled, ruffled and
picoteed that is touched Chestnut at the hafts and is

lighted up by a Tangerine beard. This shy beauty will
flutter your spirit!
BREATHCATCHER (Tomp. '94) M.V.L. 40" One of the largest
whites we have grown. Large in every way, very tall
large strong stalks, with such excellent branching and

placement that the enormous ruffled flowers are shown to

top advantage. Humongous!
BYGONE DAYS (Tomp. '92) M.L. 37" From any advantage
point this is one of the pinkest Iris in the garden. Up
close it appears to have a slight undertone of blue.
Large and elegantly formed with very broad petals and a

rich red beard. Antique collectible.

M.L. 37" Huge self of



ENCHANTED LAND (Tomp. '86)
M.VL. 37" Very brilliant
self of Raspberry wine
with a full undertone of

Fuchsia red with a bronzy
chocolate red haft under

a vivid maraschino red

beard. The large flowers
have excellent form with

flaring falls. Stalks are
strong, tall and well
branched with many buds.
The fairy princess of the
garden!
ENDURING (Tomp. '94) E.L.
39" Enormous flower of

dark Carnelian red. Sleek

and velvety in appearance,
but with a blackish,

glowing depth that fairly
sparkles,
branched stalks with as

high as 14 buds. A real
love that will endure!

E.T. CETERA (Tomp. ’91) M.L. 40" A ground color of pale
milky orchid blended cream. The standards and falls have

an all over veining and brushing of rich lilac and misty
striations of pale violet and touches of paler copper.
Large, classically formed flowers with broad petals.
Fortunately it repeats itself.
FLICKERING FIRELIGHT (Tomp. ’93) M.L. 39" Huge plicata
with a ground color of deep cream, undertoned greenish
lime, heavily bordered in dark crushed raspberry and
flame red.

Superbly
lai^CrC7inG-

c <£> r^\l TlO i

Nicely stitched and dotted. Large,

excellently formed flowers on tall well branched stalks.
Like a romantic evening by the flames!
FOOLIN AROUND (Tomp. '94) ML 36" Very large, very broad
and beautifully formed plicata. A self of palest Cream
overtoned brown with "minute" almost invisible sanding,
that gives a delightful ghostly appearance. Quite
different. Makes you feel like foolin around in the
garden.
FRANKENSTEIN (Tomp. '91) M.VL. 39" A variegata. Large,
semiflaring with extra broad, nicely ruffled petals.
Standards of vivid coppery Orange. Falls are of smooth
Oxblood brown, clean and velvety with a faint hard to

discern, flushed border of Chamois wine. Large and
showy. But very kind to the other plants.
FUN AND GAMES (Tomp. '89) M.VL. 39" Large, bitoned
plicata, has vivid Chrome gold standards and wide Ivory
cream falls that are widely bordered in a Rustic rose
shade Hafts of rich Chestnut rose, make this a happy
flower with which to have fun and games!



GETOP AND GO (Tomp. *89) E.L. 38" Bright bicolor with
standards of Rich Martius yellow flushed golden beige
and falls of blended Brittany and Gentian blue. The many

heavily budded stalks, make this a runaway.
Helps the other flowers to Getup and Go!
GREG GARIOUS (Tomp. ’90) E.M.L. 38'
glimmers even on overcast days,
reddish chocolate beard will have the neighbors talking.

Extremely bright

branched,

'  Huge red self that
A Ultra showy rich

GYPSY MYSTIC (Tomp. ’93) E.M.L. 38
and showy bicolor. Standards are silvery chamois with a

greenish gold cast at their bases. The broad rounded
semiflaring falls are of bright coppery toned fuchsia.
The flowers are well placed on nicely branched stalks.
A fortune teller!

HANKY PANKY (Tomp. '89) E. 39" Huge flower of rich,
glistening Pink with an icy shimmering finish.
Glittering frosty undertone of white ice accents its

this flower stealsbrightness. Although it looks coy,
your heart.
HOMER DNN (Tomp. '91) M.L. 38
scarlet undertone. Very flaring with broad rounded form

and large size. Strong stalks with excellent branching
and up to 12 buds. Beautifully ruffled. All your bases
will be loaded with this one!

HDSHABYE TIME (Tomp. '88) EM.L. 38
Nankeen or Cafe Au Lait color with lemony tones. A
hazy, milky blue green covers the petals and as the
flower expands, this fades to a lighter tone leaving a
neat border of Cafe Au Lait which is highlighted by an

amber based blue tipped beard. An all time favorite!
It definitely will NOT put you to sleep!
HY KLASS (Tomp. '90) EM.L. 38" Huge and flaring showy
self of bright medium blue that has sparkling
crystalline finish. Profuse in blossoms that last
forever. A High Stepin' flower.
IRISH LAUGHTER (Tomp. '92) E.VL. 38
pearly white jewel has medium
extravagantly ruffled. Well branched, with an abundance
of buds, it is known locally as the "Ruffled Dude". This
coleen makes everyone smile.
JOE VIAL (Tomp. '91) E.M. 38
round petaled flower of nice flaring form,
nicely fluted, ruffled and are corduroy like in their
thick heavily substanced finish. Different in color,
this strange blue gray shade of lilac, undertoned
Gunmetal blue is offset by a thick cantaloupe colored

A very

A bright brown red with

Huge flower of pale

This charming
flowers that are

Large, extra broad and
Petals are

beard tipped lilac accenting its coloring,
friendly flower!
JUSTIN TYME (Tomp. '90) M.L. 38
amoena, has colonial white, cream infused standards and

very broad rounded, flaring falls of rich Powder blue.
Once this is planted you will say bit a minute to late!

Huge, cleanly done



LEO NYNE (Tomp. ’91) M.L.
37” Heavily ruffled flower
of excellent form and

broad petal. Brilliant
Taffy Gold with a broad
border of brassy copper
accents its ruffled edges.
A  sparkling Gold dust
finish. This will be the

Lion of the garden.
LILAC VALE (Tomp. ’93)
E.M.L. 38" A new shade!

Bright lilac rose, between
vernance and lilacea by
the Royal French Chart,
resembling old fashioned
Lilacs. A smooth undertone

of silver pink brightens
its essence. A rich lilac

VoiSHT SReeN? rose beard tinted blue

makes this new beauty one
to behold and raise to the

mountain tops.
LULLABY LAND (Tomp. '88) ML The 50
and beautifully branched

stalks are strong
and unaffected by wind.

Standards of Cream White and Colonial Ivory give it a
cloud like appearance. Falls are rich Strawberry Rose
with full lemony white beards. Your head won't nod when
you see this "baby"! Pretty.
LUNA MOTH (Tomp. '87) M.L. 39
with standards

A washed, bitone plicata
of glittering Lemony Amber and

highlighted by an undertone of Icy green. Falls are of
rich Amber with a brushing of gilt and a wash of bluish
orchid. Broad petaled and nicely ruffled, one is drawn
to this flame.

ME^Y WITCH (Tomp. '87) M.L. 39" An amoena with
glistening white stands that are lighted up by a pale
lemony base and flush of light lilac. Flaring falls of
bright Manganese violet blended Begonia rose. This one
will take you on a broom ride!
MEXICAN MOTH (Tomp. '93) E.M.L. 36
strange color combination. Standards are green infused
buff and falls a blend of brownish orange, oxblood red
and black. Very wide petals with domed stands and

Enormous bicolor of

very
They don't have flowers thiswide semiflaring falls. ''

Stunning south of the border!
NEW REVUE (Tomp. 92) M.L. 37 Creamy oyster white
stands, wide and well domed, flaring falls of a exotic
pastel orange apricot shade with bright red beards. The
falls flare horizontally and have extra heavy substance
with a strange lengthwise corduroy like finish that
makes them almost cup at times. Perfect branching.
It will make you Revue you garden.



NICE AND BRIGHT (Tomp. '89) E.M.L. 38" Broad and nicely
ruffled, this large showy flower of radiant Lilac pink
has slightly deeper and brighter falls of flaring form,
broad and heavily ruffled. A touch of rusty orange toned

beige at the hafts adds to its beauty. An eye opener
that can be seen from afar!

NIGHT LIGHTNING (Tomp. ’89) E.M.L. 36" This self is a

blending of Seville, Pansy and Pontiff purple. Very rich
and glowing and lighted by a vivid beard of flame and
coppery red. This is the bolt that made electricity!
NILE FLOWER (Tomp. '87) M.L. 38" A blend of Pearly
Agate, Dawn Gray, creamy flesh and light Heliotrope blue
give an unusual and mysterious look. Wide hafts brushed
with rich orchid backing and heavy beards of vivid Ember

Red. To add to the intrigue is a flushed strip of orchid
from beard to fall tip. Cleopatra would have died for
this!

PAINTED CLOUDS (Tomp. ’87) M.L. 39" A new shade of pink.
It is a blend of Hermosa or Baby Ribbon Pink over
undertone of icy cream,
deeper than the flaring, heavily ruffled and picoteed
falls which are accented by glowing Tangerine pink
beards set on rich smoothly painted hafts of deep
Watermelon rose. Unique, like an ocean sunset!
PAINTED PORCELAIN (Tomp. '93) M.VL. 39" Pale ivory
lemon with overtones of lime and gilt with a lacy edge
and a lemon blue tipped beard. A whisper of dark gilt
yellow flowing over the hafts and down the edges of the
standards highlights the whole flower. No pottery is
this beautiful!

PASSWORD PLUS (Tomp.
flower of wide

semiflaring falls are so wide they overlap at the hafts.
Cleanly finished shimmering silk self of orchid toned
fuchsia pink. A very bright self colored beard. This one

gives extra points, if you know the password!
PAT ROLLMAN (Tomp. '91) M.L. 39" Light Sea Blue of large
size and excellent form. Its stands and falls have the

same intense blue coloring. The flower is brought to
vibrant life by a huge oval spot of glistening
white that covers a third of the fall around its beard
and center. You'll be glad the Pat patrols the garden.
RIP SNORTER (Tomp. '90) M.L. 39" A large showy deep
marigold self. Its sleek clean finish and rich beard add
to its overall richness. Excellent substance make this
a long lasting flower. You'll want to get your hands on

this, so you can ride him into the ground!
ROWDY (Tomp. '86) E.L. 37" Standards of gilded, glowing
copper are offset by falls of vivid blended mustard and
brass with overtones of orchid pink and blue violet. A

an

The stands are several shades

86) E.L. 38" An extremely large
domed standards. Broad, round.

snow

tawny shining red brown haft and border and a wide
copper orange beard add to its flamboyance. Absolutely
untameable, but lovable!



SALSA (Tomp. ’94) M. 38
Large, broad petaled with
well domed stands of light
bark brown and broad

fluted falls of smooth

velvety finished medium
brown edged with a 1/4
inch band of cream. In the

same class as Armageddon,
it makes your eyes water!
SNOWY THRONE (Tomp. '87)
E.M. Reb. 34" An Amoena

plicata of snowy white
standards with wide round

falls and a border of

bright flaxflower blue,
offsets the velvety white
beard! This is fit for a

M

Oust beC/9(7Se it5 .soft

Snow Queen.

SOUND AND FURY (Tomp. ’89) EM.L. 38
bright blend
Cardinal and Ruby

An explosively
of Molten Copper, Chocolate, Bronze,

oxblood with bluish overtones

shimmering over the falls below a Chocolate red haft.
A crescendo of color!

SPRING SHARING (Tomp. '86) M.VL. 38
large size with broad petals and excellent form. Its
standards are clean warm white and the falls are clear,
pale baby ribbon pink with just a foggy hint of orchid.
It is so bright and beguiling it just seems to beg one
to come and share with it the colorful joys of spring.
S'TARWARD (Tomp. '94) ML 44" Extra tall and elegant this
vivid new plicata sports a pristine Ivory ground with a
blackish border. Definitely not for the "Wee" people or
those who are affected by heights. Its super for the
back of the border to show off the rest of your
treasures and to look to the stars!

STORMY WEATHER (Tomp. 'll) E.VL. 39" Very brilliant
blended bicolor of excellent, semiftaring form with
ruffled edge. A smoldering mix of bishops violet,
fuchsia rose and rich coppery chestnut. Velvety falls
have a brownish edge that is reflected in the brassy
sparkle of the standards, giving it a true "Silver
Lining"!

SUN LOVER (Tomp. '88) M.VL. 38" This super hot yellow
burns so bright that if
extra energy and color directly from the
even to the beard,

doesn't sunburn.

SWEET REMEMBRANCE (Tomp. '94) M.L. 39" A real beauty,
very^ large, broad petals, perfect form and exquisite
fluting and ruffling. Brilliant blue stands with dark
blue falls.

!!

Pink amoena of
ft

seems as if it surely draws
A self

Large, showy and long lasting and

sun.

A truly entrancing memory.



TAFFETA TUTU (Tomp. '92) M.L. 39" Large, very broad
petaled with domed standards and wide flaring, ruffled
falls. A self of mulberry Cerise blended rich violet.
Cleanly finished with heavy substance. A Ballerina!
TURNABOUT (Tomp. '92) M.ML. 38" Standards are Ivory to

Icy white with a hint of pink at the base. Falls are of
clean clover pink with a very faint flush of orchid. A

deep red beard makes this showy item a head turner!
But then turnabout is fair play.
UNTAMED MELODY (Framke '86) EE.L. 40
branched stalks carry far more buds than other iris,
making for a extra long season of bloom. The huge showy
flowers are a hot greenish brass overtoned with vivid
copper. Falls have a pattern of glittering blended tones
of electric blue, rose, red, violet and molten gold. You

can hear it as well as see it!

DP AND COMING (Tomp. '89) M.L. 37" Enormous, wide
petaled bicolor with standards of blended Parchment and
Peach buff above extra wide falls of rich Amparo Orchid
flushed Roseate pink, an icy lilac area below the vivid
red beards, takes your breath away, as it comes up!

WHEELER DEALER (Tomp. ' 92 )
M.VL. 40" Enormous plicata
of flushed violet and
cranberry and a wide heavy
border of Vervain violet

and deep Raspberry red
around the

white undertones make the
entire flower shimmer like
a  well cut diamond.

Excellently formed flowers
are nicely displayed on
tall widely branched
stalks, make this a full
house.

WHIP LASH (Tomp. '90) M.
VL. 39" Coppery chrome
yellow and falls of brassy
buccaneer and
blended with harvard red.
It dominates the setting
with excellently formed
branches. Crackling!
WINTER WATCH (Tomp. '88)
M.L. 37" Very large,
excellently formed and
ruffled in a pinwheel
effect. Broad, perfectly
domed standards and ultra

wide, flaring falls with
white beards. A perfect
snow flake!

Tall, widelyII

falls. The

brown

WELL you TWeFZeR^)
TO TMI.6 HER?
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TALL BEARDED IRIS

APLOMB (Ohio '92) Mulberry rose
with chocolate brown hafts and

brick red beard

APOLLODORUS (Tomp.

10.00

'88) Large

ABSTRACT ART (Kep. ’90) Plicata of
orange, amber and gold, with

markings of purple rose and darker
hafts, with rusty orange red
beards 5.00

ACAPULCO SUNSET (Nic. ’93) Ruffled

medium yellow flushed peach with

red orange beard

ADDED ELEGANCE (Tomp. '90) One of

our favorite plicatas Large,

heavily substanced and beautifully
formed with domed stands and

semiflaring ruffled falls. It has

snow white ground that is bordered

in bright heliotrope blue 6.00

ADVENTURESS (Ham. '85) Ruffled pink

with a violet undertone and edge,

falls are rich purple

AEGEAN STORM (Nic. '89) Blue violet
10.00

AFFAIRE (Blyth '93) Pale lavender

with mustard yellow falls and
25.00

AFFLUENCE (Hager '86) Ruffled peach
5.00

AIR BUBBLES (Tomp. '90) A blend of

pale cocoa gold and lilac blue that

is undertohed by orchldy pink. The
whole flower looks as if it were

made from old fashioned iridescent

taffeta. A vivid lilac blue tipped

beard adds to its appearance. 10.00

ALL TOGETHER (Gatty '92) Light

yellow with deeper beard

ALPINE JOURNEY (Blyth '84) White
5.00

ALTRUIST (Schr. '87) Large ruffled
azure blue with white center and

5.00

AMADEUS (Tomp. '88) A very large,

flaring heavily ruffled beauty in

silver toned lilac with orange pink
5.00

AMBER SNOW (Blyth '87) White and
5.00

AMERICAN GREETINGS (Meek '91) Snowy

white of lovely ruffled form with
rich coral Red beards

AMUSEMENT (Nic. '91) Peach with
deep red violet falls 8.00

AMY CATHRYN (Gaultier '88) Orchid
5.00

'88) Ruffled
5.00

'85)

Ruffled pink with gilt throat and

pink beard

15.00

5.00

with violet brown falls

beard

pink self

10.00

and yellow amoena

area at the beard

beards

amber apricot amomena

5.00

with white falls

ANGEL'S TOUCH (Tomp.

Wintergreen Pink

ANNABELLE BABSON (Hager

5.00

Coppery gold with a hazy overtone
of taffy lilac with falls of

5.00Saffron and Copper

APRIL IN PARIS (Wood '92) Ruffled
9.00pink with tangerine beard

APRIL LOST (Tomp.

washed plicata of bright medium
pink with a washed on or striated
pattern of rich apricot and pink
over the falls. Marvelous

ARCTIC SONG (Meek '89) Pale icy
blue white with a full blue beard.

5.00

'90) Rosy

86) Mammoth

5.00

Well branched

ARIZONA BYWAYS (Ann.

beige with lacy gold edge and
. 7.00

icy
falls

. 5.00

beard

ARMADA (Kep. '88) Ruffled
lavender white with white

banded dark violet blue

'92) Stands ofARMAGEDDON (Tomp.

light but vivid blend of clover and
Amaranth pink which is offset by
ultra broad falls of such a deep

purple it looks black,
intensified by a neat

quarter inch plus" border or
edging of bright Amaranth pink.
Picoteed and ruffled petals with

20.00

reddish

Color is

II

vivid shrimp red beards

ART FAIRE (Schr. '93) Large white
with deep violet falls and yellow

17.00beard

ART FORM (Hager '89) A beauty with
creamy standards infused beige and
lilac orchid falls with white area

around the beards. Choice

ARTIST'S WHIM (Brown '89) Wide

apricot stands and rich rose purple
5.00

5.00

falls

ASTALOT (Tomp. '89) This is a self
of sparkling Wisteria Lilac, Lilac
tinted beards 8.00

'94) AATOMIC FLAME (Tomp.

screamingly bright shade of orange

yellow, edged with a stitched and
dotted border of glowing neon red.

Flowers are large with perfectly
domed standards and broad, rounded

flaring falls. Overall its like an
explosion of atomic proportions, so
blending to the sight its image
will stay before you for a long
time to come! 40.00



BEIJING (Tomp. '89) Lemony buff
with overtones of Mustard

BELLS ARE RINGING (McW. '93) Blue,
ruffled with white beard

BERNICE ROE (Roe/Mary. '86) Ruffled

yellow aitioena

BEST BET (Schr. '88) Neglecta of

pale blue with falls of blue.. 8.00

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager '79) Lavender
5.00

BLACK ANDROMEDA (Tomp. '94) Broad,

deep Wine to Azure wine with wide,

falls of such dark coloring they

appear to be of thick black velvet.

A glowing, almost hidden undertone

of carnellan brings the flower to
vivid fulfillment. Intense... 35.00

BLACK AS NIGHT (Meek '92) Ruffled

reddish black with velvety black
9.00

BLACK DRAGON (Schr. '82) One of the
blackest of Schreiners iris...5.00

BLACK FANTASY (Meek '88) Large
ruffled flower of rich Wine black.

Brownish mustard beard

BLACK TIE AFFAIR (Schr.'93) Rich

velvety black self

BLACKOUT (Lulhn '86) Early black
5.00

BLENHEIM ROYAL (Schr. '91) Large,

velvety finished flower of royal

purple with ruffled petals 5.00

BLUE BALLET (Kep. '90) Icy blue
stands and blue falls with borders

of stitching and sanding

BLUE SPARKLER (Stein,

with light blue falls...

BLUEBLOOD YELLOW (Rud. '92) Ruffled

tannlsh yellow and beards tipped
violet blue

BLUES CHASER (Meek '91) Ruffled Icy
blue self with a blue beard...5.00

BLUSHING DUTCHESS (Shoop '90)

Ruffled pink coral with tangerine
10.00

7.00

20.00

5.00

pink

falls

5.00

15.00

self

5.00

'93) White
20.00

7.00

beards

AINp THEi^ l't_L CR055 X
WITH V-

AUSTRIAN GARNETS (Mary,
with chocolate beard....

'91) Red

5.00

AUTOGRAPH (Lulhn '86) Stunning near
white with beard of navy blue.5.00
AVALON SUNSET (Schr. '94) Ruffled
orange with tangerine beard.. 22.00

AWESOME (Tomp. '90) Elegantly
formed, massive and spectacular
flower of rich lilac tinted rose.

Immense blooms are well placed on
tall, strong, very well branched

stalks. Nicely ruffled with a rosy
red beard. Earns its name.... 10.00

AZURE SEA (Tomp. '93) Huge, dark
azure blue, smooth of coloring and
finish. Thick well branched stalks

show off it's huge perfectly formed
flowers. Heavy substance makes it

17.00

BAGBWAN (Tomp. '90) An enormous

white, nicely formed and with very
broad petals. A touch of lemon very
deep in the throat lights up the
spectacular blooms

BASHFUL BELLE (Framke '90) Bicolor

of creamy, greenish beige overtoned
pale copper with darker falls of

brassy green beige and a complete
overtone of glowing brass belie its

long lasting

5.00 BOGOTA (Ghlo '90) Ruffled deep
orange with red undertone

BOLD GOLD (Gatty '87) Dandelion

gold with Marigold beard

BOLD LOOK (Schr. '93) Ruffled gold
25.00

6.00

5.00

giant

BORDERLINE (Ohio '83) White flushed

yellow

BOSS TWEED (McW. '93) Ruffled honey
16.00

5.00

tan with gold beard

8.00

BATTLE HYMN (Ghlo '89) Mahogany red
with yellow beard

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER (Ham.

orange with ivory falls.
BEGINNINGS

plicata with white falls

name

5.00

'88) Pink
5.00

(Meek '92) Orchid
10.00

BEGUINE (Kep. '89) Amber cream with

cream falls and orange beard..5.00

BRIDAL FASHION (Weiler '86) Ruffled
cold white. 5.00

BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE (Nic. '89)

Large deep peach with glowing
5.00salmon pink hafts



CATAWBA RUBY (Tomp. '77) Shimmering
silken ruby red bitone with falls
of Catawba ruby red. Sparkles like

5.00

-93)

Apricot pink bicolor with blue
lavender falls

a jewel
CELEBRATION SONG (Schr.

16.00

BRIMSTONE (Tomp. '71) Large bright
red self. Sure fire 5.00

BROCADED GOWN (Tomp. '88) Gleaming
Ivory satin and glittery Moonlight

Lemon all beautifully ruffled lace.
A beautiful Waltz

BUBBLE UP (Ghio '89) Ruffled salmon

pink
BURGERMEISTER

8.00

5.00

(Schr. -87) Buff

CHAMPAGNE GIRL (Meek '93) White
standards with pink falls.... 18.00
CHAMPAGNE WALTZ (Schr. -94) Ocher

apricot with creamy white falls and
22.00tangerine red beard

cream with rosy violet falls..7.00

BURGUNDY BUBBLES (Mary.

Ruffled burgundy red self..

BURNING BRIGHT (Tomp. '92) A vivid

chrome sulphur yellow even to the

beard. Hints of icy whiteness

hovering just beneath the flame

give it an
15.00

-87)

5.00

yellow surface
iridescent look..

CHAMPAGNE WISHES (Kep. '92) Large,

ruffled flower of cantaloupe peach
8.00and smoky pink

CHANGE OF PACE (Schr. '
lavender with white falls

-91) Rosy
6.00

94) VioletCHANGING WINDS (Tomp.

bitone plicata with tangerine
beard. Why not have it blow in and

20.00change your garden

BYGONE ERA (Ghio -92) Silver and

buff pink. Red beard

CAJUN BEAUTY (Schr. '92) Huge

Ruffled red with gold beard... 8.00

CALLIOPE TUNE (Tomp. '87) Plicata

of pure white standards which are
washed with vivid Spectrum blue and

falls of beautifully bordered blue.

A bronzy blue tipped beard. Makes

this a merry melody

CALYPSO MOOD (Schr. '89) White with

rich purple falls

CAMELOT ROSE (Tomp. '65) Bright

orchid pink with magenta wine falls

and red beard. A rose by any other
name still smells as sweet. 5.00

CAMERA SHY (Wood -91) Medium pink
5.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

with tangerine beard,

CHARLOTTE'S WEB (Tomp. '89) Very

broad, nicely ruffled flower of
pale, almost satiny, twilight blue
white with full white beard

accented by little webs of dark
veins. A true story book

CHEATING HEART (Kep. ' 94) Honeydew
melon with orange beards

CHOCOLATE VANILLA (Blyth '91) Cream
with rose brown to chooolate bronze

5.00

25.00

10.00falls and brown beard

CHRISTMAS (Gatty '91) Beautifully
ruffled ethereal white. Pale lemon

7.00

CHUTNEY (Ghio '91) Red brown with
antique gold falls
CIMMARON STRIP (Tomp. '59) Pinkish

apricot stands with orange red
falls. A run-a-way

CITOYEN (Anfosso -89) Golden amber
rose brown with coral beards..5.00

CITY LIGHTS (Ghio ’92) A massive
blue violet with white blaze..5.00

CLASSIC LOOK (Schr.

snow white plicata..

CLASSICO (Gart.

beards

10.00

5.00

-92) Ruffled
10.00

-84) Pale cream

CANDLE POWER (Tomp. '87) Huge
flower of white standards tinted

ivory with broad falls of deep rich

Sulphur yellow. Will knock your
5.00lights out

CANDY COUNTER (Tomp. -67) Ruffled

country cream tinted pink with baby

ribbon pink flushing and cherry

beard. The candy man cometh— 5.00

CANNONBALL (Schr. -94) Ruffled red

plicata with maroon falls 22.00

CAPRICIOUS (Ham. -81) Flesh ground
5.00and rose lilac plicata

5.00with gold beard
CLASSMATE (Kep. '91) Ivory, cream

6.00and peachCAPTAIN'S JOY (Schr. '94) Ruffled
marine with dark blue falls.. 22.00

CARACAS (Ghio -91) Ruffled orange

buff with tangerine beards.... 7.00
CARNIVAL

Bicolored butterscotch gold with
5.00

CARNIVAL SONG (Schr. ’94) Buff pink

with peachy white falls

CASCADE SPRINGS (Schr. -94) Ruffled

sapphire with azure falls.... 25.00

(Wmsn. -87)MAGIC

cream falls

22.00

CLEAR DAY (Gatty '89) Ruffled
blue

CLOSED CIRCUIT (Schr. ’82) Rich red

purple stands and white falls. 5.00
CLOUD KINGDOM (Tomp. '92) Large
white with snow white beards

5.00

12.00Dream away,

CODICIL (Inn. '85) Rich Columbia
blue with beards of intense blue

5.00black



•90) Rich royal
5.00

COLLECTOR'S ART (Shoop '91) Deep

orchid pink stands over pale pink
falls

COLLETTE THURELETTE (Cayeux ’90)
Salmon tan with orchid falls and

tangerine beard

COLORFLICK (Browne '91) Apricot

pink with yellow falls 5.00

COMANCHERO (Tomp. '63) Showy blend

of incandescent reds, tans and

molten brassy brown. Unusual..5.00

COMING UP ROSES (Gatty '92) Rich,

smooth Rose pink. Pale area below
10.00

CONFESSION (Kep. *9^2) Ruffled white
lemon with red orange beard...7.00

CONGRATULATIONS (Kep. *83) Sky blue

stands with falls of velvety pansy
violet

COPYRIGHT (Rod. *83) Ruffled chrome

gold

COSMIC DAWN (Tomp. *87) Ruffled

lemony gold and lavender bicolor

with stands 9f bright creamy
Nankeen yellow and falls of cream
with lavender orchid. Chrome

beards

COUNTY DOWN (Sex. *65)
Cream self

COURT MARTIAL (Ghio *91)
blackish red

COLLETTE (Brown
violet

6.00

17.004

the coral pink beards

5.00

5.00

5.00

5-00

Dark

5.00

0P£N UP

DAVY JONES (Hager *88) Dark violet
with blue beard 5.00

DAWN SKY (Kep. *92) Peach with

peach and ivory falls 8.00

DEGAS DANCER (Schr.

white amoena with lavender edged
falls

•94) Ruffled

25,00

*90) Creamy
falls. It

10.00

*94) Ruffled
22.00

DESERT FOX (Ghio *89) Yellow with

brown and rust overlay with falls

of yellow falls

DESERT LARK (Nel. *88) Cream yellow
5.00

DESIGNING WOMAN (Gatty *90) Blended

lilac rose and pearly lavender with

bright buff salmon beards

DEWBERRY DAWN (Tomp. *94) Broad

wavy stands of glistening lilac

pink are well domed above very
broad rounded falls of rich crushed

Raspberry pink with a clean velvety

finish and a border of bright

orchid pink. Beards of red add to

its beauty,

DIDDLER (Nic. *92) Creamy chamois
10.00

DIFFERENT WORLD (Ernst *91) Tan
brown with lavender falls.... 10.00

DISTANT ROADS (Kep. *91) Novel

bitone of chamois gold and brass

with falls of ivory

DIVINE (Dunn *88) Lilac and violet
bitone with white area

DRIFTING ALONG (Brown *88) Ruffled

pale blue to lavender white... 5.00

DELTA BLUES (Schr.
blue with white beard

5.00

with deeper falls

5.00

30.00

with maroon falls

5.00

5.00

CRYSTAL RIBBON (Tomp.

pink with deep wine

shimmers and glimmers.,

CUPIDS ARROW (Ghio) *90) Pink and

white plicata

CYNTHIA ANN (Tomp. *88) Huge white

with icy whitish cream undertone

which makes it appear whiter and

more opaque. A cool beauty.... 5.00

DAKOTA MOON (Schr. *92) Massive

lemon yellow with glowing icy white

infusion around the deep lemon
10-00

DANCE AWAY (Ham. *88) Bright fawn

pink and pastel violet with pearly
5.00

DANCE FEVER (Tomp. *88) Brilliant

yellow with falls of hollyhock red.
Hot and humid

DANCE STEP (Kep.

yellow with lemon gold falls..5.00

DAREDEVIL (Kep. *88) Blue and white

plicata with tangerine beard..5.00

DARK TWILIGHT (Beattie *92) Claret

purple, cerise, fuchsia red and

bishops violet with undertone of
10.00

5.00

beards

infusion. Sienna beard

5.00

*89) Ruffled

neon like masada red



FALL FIESTA (Schr. ’92) Creamy
white with amber tan falls.... 8.00

'92) Lavender
8.00

FASHION LINE (Gart.

white with yellow beard

DULCY (Tomp. '61) Rich luscious
blend of creamy maple sugar, salmon

flesh and pale pinkish orange.
5.00

•86)

5.00

Faithful rebloomer

DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schr.

Gigantic blackish purple

FEATURE ATTRACTION (Schr. '94) Lacy
27.00grape with white beard

FEMININE FIRE (Ernst '91) Ruffled
10.00deep pink with red beard

EAGLE'S FLIGHT (Schr. '86) Large

bright rosy lavender stands with
glossy white falls bordered rich

5.00mulberry

FEMME FATAL (Gatty •88) Ruffled
5.00pink with coral beard

FIELD OF DREAMS (DenVMcW. '91) Rich
6.00clear cherry red self

EDITH WOLFORD (Hager '86) Yellow
5.00with lavender blue falls

FIESTA SONG (Wood '92) Honey gold
7.00flushed violet

ELECTRIC AVENUE (Nel. '89) Deep

violet blue with orange beard.5.00

ELECTRIQUE (Blyth '93) Icy lavender
22.00

ELEGANT ERA (Tomp. '86) Amber gold
stands lined and edged cream and

gilt and falls of Ivory white
velvet with an amber underside and

an amber edge. A bluish based beard
sets if off. Outstanding

ELEGANT IMAGE (Meek '92) Sky blue
. 9.00

•93)

white

13.00

with rose falls

5.00

with snowy white falls
ELEGANT IMPRESSIONS (Schr.

Lacy creamy yellow with
center in falls

FINALIST (Gatty '94) Gray lavender
27.00

Vivid
flushed yellow
FIREBREATHER (Schr. •92)

orange with tangerine beards. 10.00
FIRST INTERSTATE (Schr. •91) Gold

7.00with white falls

FLIGHTS OF FANCY (Kep. '93) Oyster

with tangerine beard...17.00cream

FLORAL CHIFFON (Gatty '90) Ruffled

peach pink with red beard
FLORIDA ORANGE (Kep.

orange with a pale tannish overtone
the falls with red beards.. 5.00

FLOW BLUE (Meek '92) Light blue
flecked with mid blue with falls of

light blue with milky center which
is blended and flecked of deep blue

8.00

7.00

•89) Bright

on

patterns

ENCHANTING (Ham. '87) Huge bicolor
of rich pink with rosy violet falls
and pink beards
ENDLESS LOVE (Tomp.

creamy peach with
persimmon and rouge. Terrific.5.00
ENLIGHTENMENT (Ernst '90) Bright

violet with purple falls edged
8.00

5.00

•87) Rich
falls of

violet

FOOTLOOSE (Schr. '93) Ruffled rose
12.00violet and white with.,

FORTUNE'S FLAME (Tomp.

gold with a beard of deep orange.
Sure to fire your fancy

•87) Fiery

5,00
ENTERTAINMENT (Nic. '93) Ruffled

white with yellow beard

ENVY (Ernst '90) Lime green with a
bright chrome yellow beard.... 5.00
ETCHED VIVIDLY (Nic. '89) Icy white
bordered with brilliant sky blue

etchings and brushings
EVELYN HARRIS

orchid lavender

EVENING GOWN (Ghio '87) Dark black
violet with blue beard.

EVENING MAGIC (Schr.

ruffled rose lavender.

EVENING SILK (Aitken '90) Ruffled
5.00

12.00

5.00

McW. '92) Ruffled
12.00

5.00

♦90) Huge
5.00

purple black

A,0.

7^
0

EVER AFTER (Kep. 'Se) Fuchsia rose

with tangerine beard

EXCELLENCY (Blyth *90) Lavender
blue with purple falls

FACSIMILE (Tomp. '90) Huge pink
with a slightly deeper pink beard.
Darling

FAINT PRAISE (Kep. '92) Lilac pink
7.00

5.00

8.00

6.00

with white falls 1 KNOW VOU'ftE
'THERE .



FRAGRANT LILAC (Hager '86) Ruffled
lilac with white beard

FRINGE BENEFITS (Hager ’88) Ruffled
orange with lacing

FRONTIER CCWBOY (Nic.
golden brown

FROST ALERT (Tomp. ’89) Ruffled icy

blue white with a sparkling icy
finish and a white beard. A winter
wonder

6.00

5.00

’90) Lacy
5.00

6.00

GYPSY WOMAN (Schr. '85) Bright

lemony chamois with pale creamy
5.00

HANDSHAKE (Ghio '92) Marbled blue
5.00

'90) Ruffled

blend of golden yellows and Honey
tan colors

HAWAIIAN HALO (Tomp. '90) Pllcata

of old ivory tinted lemon with a
broad border of rich lilac rose

Makes a beautiful Lei

HE MAN (Blyth '88) Wine red

pllcata

HEARTLIGHT (Nel. '87)

peach, pink and cream..

HEATHEN (Kep. '89) Deep apricot

melon with rose markings

HEATHER DIANE (Tomp. '91) Ruffled,

glittering Icy white with a broad

border of Vervain violet. Showy and
10.00

'91) Ruffled

creamy white with falls of rich

rose, tinted pale lilac which opens

to a deep ripe watermelon pink with

an edge of pure cream white.
8.00

HEAVENLY RAPTURE (Schr.'89)

Plcoteed petaled white with deep
7.00

falls

on white pllcata

HARVEST KING (Schr.

5.00

7.00

10.00

Blend of

5.00

5.00

popular

HEAVENLY BODY (Tomp.

Ethereal

red beards

FROSTICO (Gart.

apricot with orange beard

FROSTING (Gatty '93) Icy lilac
white with orange beard
FUJI SKIES (Tomp. '90) Rich blue

with falls that flare widely and
tightly domed stands which gives It
the look of a large Japanese Iris.
A real Geisha

'92) Pale creamy
9.00

15.00

5.00

GALLANT ROGUE (Blyth ’90) Lilac

with red purple falls edged lilac.
Red beards 7.00

GARDEN ESCORT (Hager ’91) Lacy
ruffled milky lavender blue...7.00

GENESIS (Tomp. *11) Gold with

satiny white falls. Surely It
In the beginning

GENTLE SHEPHERD (Tomp. '87) Rich
gold with amber gold falls that

brushed with sky blue, giving a
brightly bltoned appearance. A
great looker 5.00

GIFT OF DREAMS (Ham. ’87) Pale pink
with white falls

was

5.00

are

5.00

HELLO DARKNESS (Schr. ’92) Said to

surpass all others In Its size and
12.00depth of blackness..,

GODS HANDIWORK (Ghlo '92) White

pllcata with deep blue edge...5.00
GOLDEN ECSTACY (Sohr. ’89) Huge

yellow with fluted petals

GOLDEN SCROLL (Tomp. '94) Fiery sun

gold yellow which gleams like a
spotlight In the dark. Its sleek

satiny finish Is enhanced by an
edging of plcoteed lace. A real
find

GOOD BEHAVIOR (Tomp. ’93) Silky
Ivory white with a border of

blended fuchsia and strawberry rose
Don't let this one get away.. 20.00
GOOD SHOW (Hager ’88) Bright orange
with pink and red beards

GOODBYE HEART (Schr. '89) Apricot
peach with falls of orchid and

pink

GREEN PROPHECY (Meek '91) Citron
Green with beards of mustard

5.00

GYPSY BRIDE (Miller ’90) Magenta
rose with ruby red falls

GYPSY ROMANCE (Schr. 94) Mulberry
claret with purplish beard...25.00

7.00

30.00

5.00

5.00

brown

5.00

HERE'S HEAVEN (Meek ’92) Ruffled

white with plcoteed edges.

HIDDEN WORLD (Ernst '90) Lavender

pink with bright red beard .5.00

HIGH DRAMA (Gatty '91) Butterscotch

with burgundy red falls
HILLTOP

9.00

6.00

(Gaulter '90)

Beautifully ruffled sky blue with
7.00

VIEW

very white beard

HONEYFLOW (Tomp. ’46) Honey amber

blend. Old but great..

HONEYMOON DANCE (Nlc.

pink with a red beard.

HONEYMOON SUITE (Ghlo ’91) Ruffled
7.00

5.00

'91) Peach
10.00

orchid pink bltone

HONKY TONK BLUES (Schr.’88) Chalk
white over a rich blue violet.5.00

HOT PINATA (Tomp. ’91) Blend of

bright copper, brass, lilac and
shades of rose with a border of

copper gilt. Ole

HOT STREAK (Ghlo ’88) Vivid gold

with white falls plicated with
5.00

'81) Ruffled
6.00

10.00

red

IDOL'S DREAM (Keg.

medium yellow self..



'88) Pale
5.00

JEWEL OF SPRING (Keg.

peachy apricot
JEWELED IVORY (Ham. '8

IMAGINE ME (Blyth '89) Lemon and

apricot bitone with red beard.5.00
IMPERIAL THEME (Mohr '88) Ruffled

5.00concord grape

9) Ruffled

pink and cocoa 5.00
JOYCE MEEK (Hamb. '91) Dusky pink

5.00with Rust red beard
IMPRESSIONIST (Ghlo '88) Salmon

with pink salmon falls with pink
5.00stripe JOYOUS MORN (Schr. 92) Dusky rose

with apricot rose falls
JUNGLE DUSK (Tomp.

blue and Windsor violet with a full
dark beard and a touch of deeper

Kingfisher violet blended chocolate
the hafts. Beat the drums. 25.00

KATMANDU (Ghio '91) Tannish orange
with lemon tan falls

KUNIKO (Gatty '89) Ruffled white
with pale lemon beard
LACE BALLET (Tomp.

white with a lovely laced edge to
5.00

5.00

93) Regimentalt

at

8.00

5.00

'86) Pristine

the broad petals....

IMPRIMIS (Blyth '92) Icy white with
16.00smoky rose falls

IN REVERSE (Gaty '93) Columbine
blue with blue white falls... 18.00

'94) Ruffled
20.00

IN THE MOOD (Schr.

flamingo pink

IN TOWN (Blyth '88) Blue with
5.00purple falls

INDIGO PRINCESS (Schr. '92) Ruffled
7.00indigo blue

INDISCREET (Ghio ' 88)

magenta washed buff tan..

INDUCEMENT (Hager '89)

purple with blue falls...

INGA IVY (Ham. '85) Rosy pink with
5.00

Ruffled

.. 10.00

Ruffled

.. . 5.00

deeper falls

LADY JXILIET (Nic.

bitoned blend of yellowish tan with
deeper falls with added tones of
soft violet and pearl pink... 27.00

'83) Ruffled
7.00

'86) Pink,
5.00

'89) Lovely

LAST HURRAH (Schr.

blue lavender

LATIN HIDEAWAY (Nic.

buff and wine bitone.

INNOCENT BLUSH (Schr. '93) Laced

rose, pink and orchid blend.. 17.00
INTERMISSION (Tomp. '89) Standards
and falls are white with undertone

LATIN LARK (Blyth '88) Salmon amber
with red violet falls

LEAPING DOLPHIN (Hager '92) Blue
violet with violet falls

LINGERING RAINBOW (Tomp. '93) Pearl
and pale lilac undertoned

finish of

5.00

5.00

gray

pinkish orchid with a

of milk white, blended chalk blue,
old rose and violet. A brushing of

chestnut around the lemon beard. A

Intermission of loveliness.... 7.00

ISLAND SUNSET (Schr. '92) Intense

cantaloupe orange with melon pink
infusion. Shrimp red beards... 8.00

'92) Ancient

jade with a
rich

IVORY FAUN (Tomp.

ivory and cream
translucent overtone of

iridescent taffeta. shimmering,
shades ofchangeable

pale silvery blues and
25.00

through

orchid,

pinks. A wish fulfilled
tannish faun give it a creamy cocoa
look. A thick, full beard of faun

brown. Like a rich carving— 15.00

JAZZ ECHO (Den./McW. '91) Brassy

gold with oxblood red falls... 5.00
JAZZ FESTIVAL (Schr. '90) Creamy
buff with falls of violet, red and

5.00cerise purple

JAZZ ME BLUE (Schr. '93) Ruffled
12.00marine blue

JAZZ SWINGER (Ham. '85) Buff stands
with violet falls 5.00

JAZZEBEL (Ensm. '88) white with a
5.00

'94) White with
25.00

JEAN HOFFMEISTER (Gatty '83) Wide
ruffled medium blue

JEDI KNIGHT (Nel. '88) Rich cream
5.00

JET FIRE (Tomp. '64) Ivory and red

plicata. This one will quickly burn
a spot in your garden

sky blue border..

JAZZED UP (Schr.
rose lavender falls

5.00

with cream white falls

5.00 sm »T iSNiT so



LITHOGRAPH (Tomp. '74) Huge bone
white with a brushing of flame gold
over the hafts. As lovely as an old

5.00

LCWELL STORM (Tomp. '91) Ruffled
bright Aniline blue with falls of

dark midnight violet, almost black.
A cloud with verve!

LUCKy LEMON (Mary. '90) White with
lemon falls

LULLABY OF SPRING (Schr.
Yellow with bluish falls

LUX AETERNA (Tomp. '75) Ruffled,

picoteed flame yellow. Luxury
forever 5.00

LUXURY LOVER (Tomp. '91) Chamois

amber faintly infused brassy pink
with Claret purple falls. Indolence
at its best

MADEIRA (Schr. '93) Rich wine with
25.00

MAGAHREE (Blyth '86) Lavender white

amoena with rose pink falls 7.00

MAGIC HOPE (Gib. '83) Ruffled and

laced orange gold pllcata

MAGIC KISS (Tomp. '86) Creamy white
with orchid blue falls. This one

lingers on and on

MAGIC SHOW (Kep. '94) Ruffled rosy
plicata with lemon falls

MAHARISHI (Kep. '90) Buff salmon

plicata, rosy grape border 5.00

MAJESTIC MOONLIGHT (Tomp. '88) Lacy
satin white and gold with white and
gold undersides. A harvest moon for

5.00

tintype

10.00

5.00

•87)
5.00

10.00

darker falls

5.00

5.00

25.00

your very own

MEMPHIS BLUES (Schr. ’87) Ruffled
5.00

MIDNIGHT HOUR (Schr. ’83) Massive

dark purple blue

MIDNIGHT LACE (Tomp. ’87) Pure

white heavily washed with deep
glowing reddish purple with falls

of white with a border of dark,

sooty blackish red violet with

veins and dots radiating from the
border to the beard. Exotic!.. 5.00

MIND READER (Kep. '94) Rosy
lavender with lemon beard.... 27.00

MING PORCELAIN (Tomp. '89) Fluted,

ruffled country cream. Like a

lovely antique vase

MINISA (Wall '73) Deep satiny red
5.00

MODERN TIMES (Gatty '92) Blue white
with bone white falls

MOGUL (Ohio '92) Rosy violet with

apricot falls.,

MOJAVE (Brown

brownish green falls

MONTEVIDEO (Dunn ’86)

glittering orange

MOON DRIFT (Tomp. '92) A true self

of Mimosa Cream. Lunar magic. 10.00

MOON JOURNEY (Hager '88) Ruffled

white and yellow amoena

MOONLIGHT DANCE (Brown

Massive globular yellow....

MOIHJTAIN MELODY (Gib. ’84)
Mulberry, apricot and white... 5.00

MULBERRY PUNCH (Schr. '92) Ruffled

cerise purple

MULLED WINE (Kep. '82) Ruffled
mulberry with red beard

MYSTERIOUS STRANGER (Tomp. '94)
Large almost precisely formed buds

of palest yellow tinted bluish

green, open into lovely blended

bitone flowers with strangely
colored stands of odd shadowed

mustardy yellow that blends into a

pale ghostly shade of blue. It will

capture your heart....

MYSTICS MDSE (Schr.

seashell pink

NATE RUDOLPH (Powell

blended pink

NEUTRON DANCE (Blyth '87) White and
gold amoena

NEW CENTURION (Schr. '93) Dark red
with bronze beard

NEW DAWNING (Ernst '90)

yellow with ivory white

bordered dandelion gold....

NEW DIRECTION (Schr. '89) Apricot
cream with apricot falls

lobelia blue

5.00

5.00

self

7.00

9.00

'93) Yellow with

.. 17.00

Ruffled

...5.00

5.00

'87)
5.00

10.00

5.00

35.00

93) Ruffled

25.00

'93) Large
15.00

15.00

12.00

Lemon

falls

10.00

5.00

MAKE BELIEVE MAGIC (Tomp. '94)
White and rosy violet with enamel

white falls. Captivating!.... 30.00

MALAGUENA (Ghio '85) Ruffled orange
5.00with white blaze

MARIACHI MUSIC (Mary. '88) Ruffled
buff with plum magenta falls. 15.00

MARY D (Ham. '88) Ruffled pink with
violet blue falls

MAUNA KEA (Tomp. '91) Ivory white
faintly undertoned with hazy lemon.
A touch of the islands

MCKAY (Ham. '89) Bright heavily
ruffled and laced pink

MEGAEUCKS (Tomp. '90) Flaming gold

with falls of smoothly finished
shrieking, neon like fuchsia rose

with copper flame undertones and a

shimmering overtone of blue.

Finally, a real lotto winner. 10.00

MEMOIRS (Ohio ' 88) Dusty rose to

toasted peach

MEMORY SONG (Brown '89)

orange blended cream apricot.. 5.00

5.00

9.00

7.00

.5.00

Burnt



■88) DeepPAGODA GODDESti (Tomp.

pink with an undertone of light
blue that intensifies the color.

NIGHT AFFAIR (lulhn '83) Ruffled
royal purple
NIGHT RIILER (Sohr.
black purple
NIGHT VISION (Meek ’93) Red black

20.00

(Ernst ’90)
5.00

5.00

'90) Ruffled
5.00

bltone

NIGHTS OF GLADNESS

Deep blackish purple,

5.00Adorable

PAINT IT BLACK (Schr. '
and glossy purple black
PALACE LANTERN (Tomp. '93)
gold yellow offset by a
center to the falls. Extra heavily

94) Ruffled
22.00

Fire

white

NINJA (Dunn '84) Ruffled violet
blue with blue beard 5.00 bubbled and ruffled. Search no

15.00moreNORTHWEST PRIDE (Schr. '93) Ruffled
sky blue and white amoena.... 12.00
NOTABLE (Ghio '91) Blended coppery
cream and watermelon rose with red

8.00brown falls

PAPER LANTERN (Tomp. '89) Satiny
white with an inner glow which is
further lighted up in the throat

with vivid gold and its gold
falls. Festive!

PARIS BLUES (Dunn
ruffled silvery blue
PARTY QUEEN (Miller '91) Rose and
wine red bitone

PASSWORD (Tomp. '62) Vivid garnet
5.00

area

5.00

'90) Heavily
5.00

6.00

red

OCEAN PACIFIC (Ghio '91) One of the
bluest in the mid blue class.. 5.00
OCEANSIDE VIEW (Nic. '92) Light
blue with lemony white beard..5.00
OLD BLUE EYES (Tomp. '90) Rich
indigo blue. It has wavy well domed
stands and broad, semiflaring
falls. You'll swoon for it 6.00
OLD TIME RELIGION (Tomp. '89)
Ruffled malacca tan, champagne

lilac, gray steel and honey beige
with falls a shade lighter that
have a taffeta like overtone in a
glittering border. lilac
beard. Glorious!

OLDEN DAYS (Ghio '89) Gold with
5.00

gold
7.00

mahogany falls

. A jewel
PEACE AND HARMONY (Ghio '92)
Ruffled violet with silvery area in

8.00

'90)
the falls

PEACEFUL MISSION (Ernst

Heavily ruffled rich cream and deep
10.00golden yellow

PEACH BRANDY (Meek '88) Coral pink
5.00with overtones of peach

PERFECT COUPLE (Ghio '84) Blue over
5.00white

PERFECT PITCH (Gatty '92) Ruffled
dark violet with blue beard..10.00

Rich'85)PERSIAN GOWN (Brown

ORANGE JUBILEE (Schr. '93) Ruffled
12.00orange

ORANGE RINGS (Rud.
white with orange beard
ORANGE WAVE (Mohr
orange self
OREGON SKIES (Schr. '91) Light sky
or cerulean blue

ORETTA'S SHADOW (Ghio '90) Medium
blue self

ORIENTAL FLAIR (Brown
violet blue

'92) Ruffled
15.00

'88) Valencia
5.00

5.00

5.00

'90) Pale
5.00

violet red flashed white
PERSIAN PEACE (Rud. '92) Blend of
pink, orchid and bluish rose. 10.00
PINK BLUE GENES (Nis. '90) Lovely

5.00

5.00

pink v;ith blue beard
PINK PUSSYCAT (Tomp. '89) Pale pink
with mint green undertone. A cat of

5.00a different breed...
PINK STARLET (Wood

' 86) Dark rose
7.00

'93) Ruffled
pink with tangerine beard 12.00
PIRATE'S QUEST (Schr. '92) Rich

ORIGINALITY (Ghio
with red beard

OUR REQUEST (Meek '90) Cream with
5.00golden yellow falls

6.00medium gold
PLAYIN AROUND (Tomp. '94) Ruffled

a tint of palerich cream withOUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE (Schr. '89) Rosy
violettan lavender and rose velning of brightest

30.00
lilac and

lilac red. A runaway

POETIC (Ghio '92) Vivid orange pink
with ivory falls. .

(Kep.

7.00

'91) ApricotPOPULARITY

bitone

OVATION (Tomp.
pinkest Iris in existence
OVERJOYED (Gatty '94) Ruffled cream

30.00

5.00

'69) Still the
5.00

with chrome lemon falls flushed pink with golden lemon
8.00falls

POSSIBILITIES (Meek '92) Pale violet
.. 10.00

POWER SUEGE(Ghlo '91) Apricot
plicata with wine markings 6.00

with blue violet falls

'93) Sky
15.00

PACIFIC DESTINY (Lauer
blue with white

PACIFIC OVERTURES (Den./McW. '91)
Corazine blue with falls of royal

6.00purple



RANCHO GRANDE (Ghio '88) Ruffled

bitone of rose pink flushed taffy

tan with golden amber falls... 5.00

RAPTURE IN BLUE (Schr.'SO) Pale

Azure blue with creamy beard.. 5.00

RARE OCCASION (Gatty ’94) Peach

pink with lavender, pink and red

orange beard

REGAL AFFAIR (Shoop ’89) Gray white
and violet bicolor

RASPBERRY FUDGE (Kep. ’89) Pale

25.00

5.00

0

yellow with falls of cream.... 5.00
RECHERCHE {Hager

serrated, orchid self

REITERATE (Nel. ’88) Huge, ruffled
5.00

RENOIR (Wmsn. ’88) Apricot, peach
5.00

RETURN TO ELEGANCE (Nel. ’88) Pale

creamy yellow plicata

REVIVAL MEETING (Tomp. ’90) Blended

bitone of smoky gold and creams
with shades of lilac and rose and

shimmering pink overtones with

blended falls of deeper blue rose

and lilac and a beard of deeper
color. Hallelujah...

RIBBON ROUND (Tomp. ’63) Ruffled

blue and white plicata. It will

wrap itself around you
RICH RELATIONS (McW.

blue and purple bitone

RIDE THE WIND (Schr. ’91) White
with rich delft blue falls.... 5.00

RIVER HAWK (Plough ’79) Blue purple
and silver lavender bicolor 5.00

RIVER JORDAN (Nio.

blue with gold beard

RIVERBOAT BLUES (Schr. ’91) Large

ruffled deep cornflower blue.. 6.00

ROCKET MASTER (Blyth ’90) Dark red

violet plicata

ROMANTICIST (Kep. ’88) Apricot pink
5.00

ROSA NOVA (Schr. ’91) Bright lilac
8.00

ROSETTE WINE (Schr. ’89) Raspberry

orchid with taffy undertone and

lemon white blue tipped beard.5.00

ROYAL ELEGANCE (Gatty ’88) Huge
5.00

ROYAL INTRIGUE (Schr. ’91) Royal
purple with a beard of black. 15.00

ROYAL ELEGANCE (Gatty ’88) Ruffled

chicory blue

ROYAL RAGE (Tomp. ’91) Brightly

colored, ultra sleek, clean red
with well domed standards and broad

flaring falls. A dark beard accents

the smooth color. Commanding. 10.00

’89) Lacy,
5.00

raspberry pink

pink and cream blend.

5.00

10.00

5.00

90) Marine
5.00

’89) Ruffled

5.00

12.00

with orange beard

rose with red beard

ruffled blue

5.00

PREMIER EDITION (Schr. ’90)
Amoena of pure white with rich
lavender blue falls

PRESENCE (Gatty ’87) Mauve toned
pink with salmon beard

PRETTY FAWN (Smith ’89) Ruffled

An

5.00

5.00

gray brown with orange beard..5.00

PRETTY PLEASE (Tomp. ’72) Huge
flaring, fluted pink with a rich
cream undertone. Luscious . 5.00

’88)
white

PRINCE CHARMING

Hyacinth lilac and
(Wmsn.
cream

falls with lavender border.... 5.00

PRIVATE DANCER (Nel. ’86) Ruffled
massive pink with red beard 5.00

PRIVATE STOCK (Ham. ’91) Ruffled

gray to violet with deeper reddish
violet falls 10.00

PROUD TRADITION (Schr. ’90) Bitone

of light blue with deeper blue
5.00

PUMPKIN PATCH (Den/McW. ’89) A
light shade of pumpkin orange.5.00
QUICK PICK (Gart. ’92) Orange with
falls with white centers....

QUIET FRIEND.SHIP (Gaulter ’90)
Massive pastel ocher toned white

with orange tipped beard

RAGING TIGER (Tomp. ’92) Fiery
orange gold and shocking orange
gold falls, washed with oxblood

red. A roar of delight

RAMBLIN ROSE (Schr. ’93) Raspberry
rose with apricot undertone and

tangerine beard

RAMONA HOWARD (McW. ’90) Pope
purple with beards of blue.... 5.00

violet falls

7.00

5.00

10.00

12.00



SMOOTH FLOW (Tomp. '91) Light blend

of creamy peach pink with falls of
rich Strawberry rose with a border

of peach buff. Nothing like going
with it 10.00

RUFFLED SKIRTS (Nic. '92) Creamy

ivory with ivory white falls..5.00

RUNAWAY STAR (Tomp. '87) Huge

bitoned cream ivory with pale

creamy lemon toned falls. Catch a
5.00falling star '87) White with

.. . 7.00

Mustard

.. . 6.00

RUSTLER (Kep.'88), Russet and amber
with rust falls of rust

SAINT LOUIS BLUES (Schr.
Ruffled medium blue

5.00

'79)

5.00

SNOW BROOK (Kep.

edge of blue on falls....

SNOW d’OR (Blyth '91)

SAM'S SONG (Tomp. '87) Ruffled

golden yellow with faint icy tone
in the falls. Sing along
SANDY ROSE (Brown '88) Buff pink
with infusion of rose and lavender

with a red beard

SANTAFAIR (Brown '91) Ruffled with
coral beard

SATURNALIA (Hager '82) Yellow with
5.00

SCHOROMAN'S GARNET RUFFLES (Sch.
'81) Ruffled garnet red

SKA QUEST (Shoop '90) Lavender blue
with white falls

5.00

5.00

10.00

pale orchid white falls

5.00

7.00

yellow and white amoena

SNOW MOON (Shock. '90) White and
7.00yellow

SNOWBELT (Kep. '92) Ruffled blue
white with white falls 10.00

SOAP OPERA (Ghio ’82) Bubble edged
5.00greenish tan

SOARING SPIRIT (Tomp. ' 92) Large

true brown with broad petals, well

domed standards and nicely flaring

Clean and bright with no
This will raise

falls,

marks or veins.

20.00

Large
. 7.00

your spirit

SOCIAL EVENT (Kep. '91)

ruffled apricot pink

SOFT CARESS (Gatty '91) Creamy

peach overtoned cream buff withSEAPORT (Kep. '89) Pale blue with
white falls 5.00 orange pink beard

SECRET MELODY (Schr. '88) Apricot

with raspberry on falls

SECRET PLAN (Ernst '90) Pink and

rose with creamy falls

SHEER BLISS (Tomp. *87) Medium blue

7.00

5.00

with petals of heavy substance.

Happiness is owning one
SHOPPER'S

5

HOLIDAY (McW.

.00

'89)
5.00

'92) Snowy
10.00

Ruffled mauve pink

SIERRA GRANDE (Schr.
white with blue falls.

SILK SILHOUETTE (Gart. '92) Ruffled
violet with blue beard

SrLKWOOD (Ham. '85) Pale white blue
reverse bitone with red beard. 5.00

SILVER FOX (Schr. '87) White with a

shimmery blue undertone

SILVER SILENCE (Tomp. '89) Blend of

silver and pink and silvery pink
5.00

SILVERADO (Schr. '87) Silvery white

with pale lavender infusion...5.00

SINISTER (Den/McW. '89) Sky blue
5.00

SKY BLAZE (Kep. '87) Chicory blue
with red beard

SKY HOOKS (Osb. '80) Lacy buff with
white falls and blue horns.... 5.00

SKY LIFT (Browne '93) Pale blue to

blue white tinted green

SMART ALEC (Gatty '88) Yellow with

blackish, violet red falls.... 5.00

SMILING ANGEL (Schr. '94) Lacy pure
25.00

7.00

5.00

beard. Tranquility

with mediuin blue falls

6.00

17.00

white

JU5T OPeiv
QP SOUP?

SOFT SINGER (Tomp. '91) Light

Champagne buff with Lilac pink and
apricot and an overtone of orchid,
pale cocoa and gilt over the hafts.
Brownish red beards. This is a

10.00

SONG OF ANGELS (Schr. 91) White
with a overtone of lavender.. 15.00

SONG SUNG BLUE (Boushay '85) Pale

blue violet with purple beard.5.00

SOPHISTICATION (Ham. '84) Light

pink with blue tipped beard...5.00

Caist you

standout star



SUPERSTITION (Schr. 'll) Rich dark

ebony with a hint of maroon...5.00
SUPREME SULTAN (Schr. '88) Bright

golden tan with red falls..
SWEDISH SPRING (Tomp. '89) Lemon

and yellow with falls that are blue
and orchid with a touch of amber. A

vikings wish come true
SWEET MUSETTE (Schr. '86) Lilac

pink with rose pink falls
SWEET REVENGE (Meek '92) Ribbon

pink with a melon pink beard. 10.00
SWEETER THEN WINE (Sohr. '88)

Bitone of pink flushed white with
wine plum falls

SWIRLING SEAS (Gatty '84) Bright
marine blue

SYNCOPATION (Gatty '84) Gold with
5.00

TACEY (Ham. '91) Large violet blue
with bluish beard

TEMPTING (Ghio '92) Pink with red

purple falls and red beard... 10.00
TEST

Butterscotch

5.00

12.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

rich fuchsia falls

7.00

PATTERN (Ghio '90)
with falls lined

SPARKLING DEW (Schr. '92) Ruffled,

lacy lavender white

SPECIAL DELIVERY (Tomp.,'89) Lovely

deep pink color with deep pink
7.00

SPEED LIMIT (Lauer '92) Medium blue

with white spot on falls

SPELLBREAKER (Schr. '91) Cranberry
violet with white beard

SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler '87) Yellow

with burnt orange falls

SPIRIT WORLD (Kep. '94) Red orchid

with red purple falls

SPRING PLEASURE (Shoop '88) Ruffled
5.00

SPRING SHOWER (Kep. '94) Light blue
with white falls

SPRING TIDINGS (Shoop '89) Shining

lavender pin

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (Lauer
Ruffled cream and blue

STAR FLEET (Kep. '93) Dark violet
16.00

'90)
rich

. 5.00

'93)

7.00

beards. It delivers

7.00

7.00

5.00

30.00

white with red beard

18.00

5.00

'93)
15.00

with bluer falls

STARDUST MEMORIES (Schr.

Massive white plicata with

orchid pink edge

STRAWBERRY SWIRL (Tomp.

Ruffled and waved bicolor of

glistening white with falls of the

same white and a rich strawberry

pink that extends outwardly over

the fall, leaving a full border of

snowy white. The beard accents and
makes the ribbon border stand out

vividly. A soda fountain of

Strawberry

STARLIGHT EXPRESS (Schr.

Canary with white falls.....

STEAM HEAT (Tomp. '88) Buff pink

with ivory falls. You will need an
air conditioner for this one..5.00

STOLEN DREAMS (Hager '90) Lacy

orchid with tangerine beard...5.00

STORYLINE (Ghio '90) Rose and pink

cream plicata

STRATAGEM (Ghio ' 89)

mauve, apricot and tan.

STREET WALKER (Meek '84) Orchid

with dark grape purple falls.. 5.00

STRIKING (Meek '91) Satiny white

with orchid markings

SULTRY MOOD (Schr.
cerise violet

SUMMER SERENADE (Tomp. '85) Chamois

with satiny white falls. A warm

summers night

SUNKIST FRILLS (Palmer '87) White

with gold bordered falls

SUNNY AND WARM (Gatty '87) Lovely

lemon and gold

30.00

'94)

22.00

5.00

Blend of

5.00

5.00

'89) Ruffled
5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00maroon

THORNBIRD (Byers '89) Stunning,

bright greenish brown with violet
veins and purple horns

THRILLER (Schr. '88) Vivid Cerise
blended with claret wine 5.00

THUNDER MOUNTAIN (Schr. '89)

Another dark one, this is a royal

blue with blackish infusion... 5.00

THUNDERBIRD SONG (Tomp. '93) Very

brilliant neglecta of vivid

Egyptian blue with almost black
falls. An area reminiscent of an

Oncos signal patch is at the end of
it's beard similar to white velvet

which has a grainy overlay of
medium blue with blackish veins.

Sings you to the heights of
mysticism and power

TIME LORD (Tomp. '87) Very, very

red with excellent form, perfectly

domed standards and broad, round,

flaring falls. A mustard brown
beard accents its color. Time will

5.00

20.00

SOLD OUTstand still

TIMESCAPE (Hager '90) Lilac White
with bluish white falls

TINSEL TOWN (Tomp. '67) Never grows

old or out of demand. Huge ruffled

beautifully formed and heavily
substanced pure white with throat

of molten gold. The underside of

the falls are gold. New York City
should have that much gold

5.00

5.00ONE PER CUSTOMER



TINTED CRYSTAL (Hager ’88) Frosty

crystalline white with a very pale
infusion of blue

TITAN'S GLORY (Schr.
violet

TOASTED ALMONDS (Ghio ’80) Pastel
tan with vanilla falls

TOWN GOSSIP (Blyth '91) Lavender
with violet black falls

TOASTMASTER (Ghlo '84) Toasted
5.00

TOTAL OBSESSION (Tomp. ’93) Dark

blend of deep petunia and blackish

pansy purple. Very broad falls are

electrifying because of a huge

satiny white oval area starting
under the beard and extends out

over the whole central area. It

will fulfill your obsession.. 30.00

TRACE (Dunn '91) Massive white with

a trace of blue pllcata marks. 6.00

TWILIGHT BLAZE (Kep. ’92) Smoky
violet with red beards 9.00

TWIST OF FATE (Palmer '80) Violet
5.00

-91)
8.00

5.00

'81) Black
5.00

5.00

10.00

melon with red beard

blue with black falls

UNFORGETTABLE FIRE (Schr.

Large crimson red

WESTWARD VISION (Nic.
lilac with white

89) Buff
5.00

WIDE HORIZONS (Gatty ’91) Massive
5.00

WILD SIDE (Tomp. '93) Rich pinkish

toned rose fuchsia. Rose pink beard

and tiny stitches of pink....25.00

WILDEST DREAMS (Kep. '90) Salmon

plicata with red purple falls.6.00
WINDSONG WEST (Nlc. '88) Blue and

5.00

blue white self

smokey beige blend..
WINE DYNASTY (Ham.

cherry wine stands and falls veined
and overtoned red purple

WINEMASTER (Kep. '86) Ruffled wine

91) Crushed

12.00

5.00red with bronze beard

WINIFRED ROSS (Ham. '88) Deep peach

with rosy lavender falls
WINNING SMILE (Ghlo '92) Cream with

5.00

10.00falls edged yellow
WINTER WHITE

lacy, ruffled white
YAQUINA BLUE (Schr. '92) Very broad

petaled and nicely ruffled this is
of smooth marine blue

(Brown '84) Huge,
5.00

10.00

YELLOW GIANT (Pow. '92) Yellow self
15.00with yellow beard

UNTAMED (Tomp. *73) Magenta, violet
and fuchsia. Wow 5.00

YUKON FEVER (Schr. *86) Huge,

ruffled gold

URGENT (Nic. *92) Bright salmon

buff with deeper ruddy salmon edges
and red beard

VAN GOGH (Wmsn. *85) Ruffled blend

of yellow and gold

VIBRATIONS (Dunn *90) Buff rose

with white stripes

VICTORIAN LACE (Schr.

blue tinted white

VIGILANTE (Schr. *91) Blended lime

yellow and caramel with maroon
black falls

VILLAIN (Kep. *81)

maroon purple falls..

WALL FLOWER (Tomp. *93) Almost like

a  smoky battleship gray infused

with a pale blend of crushed violet

and heliotrope. Amber pink beard.
25.00

92) Light baby
10.00

10.00

5.00

5.00

*89) Lacy
7.00

8.00

Olive with

5.00

Don’t sit this one out

WANDA WOOD (Tomp. ’

ribbon pink. Pretty
WAR CHIEF (Schr. *92) Rich ruby red

with beards of bright yellow.25.00
WARM MY HEART (Meek *92) Lemon with

... 7.00

WAYWARD ANGEL (Tomp. *82) Chamois

buff and gold flushed pale orchid
with falls of rich orchid blue

Please give her a home

WEDDING CANDLES (Schr. *82) White
with lemon falls

ivory falls

5.00

5.00
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IISTTRODUCT I OISTS

Prices are net. You will receive large,

multiple field grown plants

This year we are releasing a few more of our own
originations. We hope you like them as much as you have
liked our earlier varieties. We have been working almost

wholly with tetraploids. For over forty years we have
been working with selections which have produced rebloom
all season. Until almost all of our varieties send scape
after scape till frost. Before the first scape is even
reaching peak, another is well under way. Of course
we've been working on colors, size and long lasting
qualities at the same time. We think you will like our

first brown to be released, see cover picture of Cowboy
Country. If you can, come and enjoy our gardens, our
listed varieties, our seedling and selections. We are
printing a "Display" list of new intros form other
growers which we can not price as yet. Come and enjoy
them, you are always welcome.

BLACK ON BLACK (Tompkins 1995) EM.VL. 30" Dor. 5 1/2 to
6" Flowers. (Our converted Tet Potentate X Tet Auria) x

Long allied seedling lines x ((Dominic x Midnight Magic)
X  (Caviar x Strutters Ball)). This new hem is as close
to black as we have seen. It has a smooth clean, glossy
finish like black patent leather, offset by a small
apple green throat. It opens early and does not wilt,
fade or change through the hottest days and is quite
presentable well into the second day. It has clean dark

emerald foliage and up to 25 buds and produces a steady
stream of scapes from spring to heavy frost.
#87-66 $100.00

BREATH CATCHER (Tompkins 1995) EM-L. 38" Dor. 5 1/2" to
6 1/2" Flower. (Long Tet Lines x Caprician Fiesta) This
is a huge flower of Light Yellow with a Creamy
undertone. Petals and sepals turn back a little at their

tips to form a huge circled form, leaving a huge expanse
of color which is set off by a dollar sized circle of

rich Red called Kordite by the charts we use, leaving a

tiny throat of green. It has heavy substance and thick
plush like nonburning finish. Large fans of deep green
and strong well branched stalks with beautiful flower
placement. When you see this you'll discover it to be a
real Breath catcher.

#89-531 $150.00



CANDLE HAPPY EE-VL. 28" Dor. 5 1/2" Flowers. (From long

Tet seedling lines). This is a nicely rounded flower of

good size with ruffled and fluted petals. Its color of

deep blended melon pink and orange has a deeper rosy
flush of color sweeping downward to its tiny lime
throat. The petals have a glistening, very heavily
picoteed or laced edge of icy gold. A truly gorgeous hem

that has still another thing going for it. It has heavy
strong stalks with all around branching that grows
outward to make a flat spreading circle with as many as

40 buds. The buds all face upward, their rich melon
color coated with a bright rosy glow so the whole stalk
is like a huge bouquet of bright melony rose candles.
Many visitors said. Wow! Ill buy this even if it never
blooms. Which of course it does. The flowers open wide
and full and stay long into the evening. Their
glittering edges making them show up like candles and
candle halos in the night.
#80-14A

COWBOY COUNTRY (Tompkins 1995) EM-VL. 35
Flowers. Cowboy Country is from a
working with ever since Orville Fay sent us a set of
tetraploids the first year they were released,
new color for us, an ultra gorgeous shade of blended
Chamois and light Cocoa brown with a wide central halo
of rich Buckthorn and Cocoa brown offset by a small
throat area of cocoa tinted lime or "Lemeneau" by the

Royal French Horticulture Color Chart. It has lovely
form with broad gracefully fluted petals. A penciled
edge like glittering ice appears as the season warms up,
an icy glow on its rich velvety finish. It has excellent
stalks and branching with up to 20 buds and rich, dark
green foliage that produces stalk after stalk and was in
bloom and even resisted when three or four hard freezes

came along right after Christmas, whereupon it pulled
itself to the ground for a short rest.
#88-64B

DEAD EYE DICK (Tompkins 1995) E.VL. 28" Dor. 5 1/2"
Flowers. (Sdlg #4970 x Sdlg 49-66) This is with out a
doubt one of the most loved, admired and wanted hems in

our garden. Its shoots straight to the heart of every
visitor. Flowers open early with fluted petals and a

full flat, rather amaryllis like form with a heavily
substanced, non fading, velvety looking finish,
color by the French Chart is Neapolitan gold with a
throat zone of Russian red. To my eye its what I'd call

squash blossom yellow with a Ruby zone. One of our older

seedlings, but one that becomes wanted more and more
each year so here it is, but remember - Its a straight
shooter and could be dangerous to your desire.
#84-32

$150.00

Dor. 6 3/4"
line we've been

It is a

$200.00

Its

$75.00



IMPERIAL LUSTRE (Tompkins 1995) M.VL. 34" Dor. Dbl. 5"

Flower. (From long seedling lines). This is the first
double we have named. As a matter of fact we've never

bred for doubles. I guess like "Topsy" it just grew. All

of its siblings were singles. Tracing it back over the

years we've had but 7 other double and semi doubles from

its lines. We think it must go clear back to a tet
seedling from Orville Fay that he did not introduce. It

was a sib to Tet Lucy. Orville sent me Lucy Two which in

his letter in our files says he was dumping as he did
not like doubles. I liked it and used it some for its

color though it did not double until much later when it

was put out in a keeper field at the farm. Its quite
large with a horizontal circle of outer petals and a

lovely central double bunch of petals standing upright
giving a true daffodil look. Its heavily substanced and
long lasting with blooms nicely placed on its spreading
branches. It, like our others, throws scapes steadily.
In color it is a brilliant mandarin or Chinese orange
almost neon bright and has a lacquer like finish.
#89-36 $150.00

INNER SANCTUM (Tompkins 1995) E.M-VL. 35" Dor. 7"
Flowers. (Sdlg 79-401 which we call Blue Beginning x
Sib) X ((Dragonwyck x Self) x Drama) x Self)) X (Red
Radiance lines) x Dragonwyck) Very large with extra
broad petals and sepals. This has beautiful, wide open
form, heavy substance, and a velvety looking nonfading
finish. Visitors flock to it, not so much for its size

but for its strange quite different and utterly
fascinating color. "Pruza Roz" by the charts. Mix dusky
rose with a light shade of violet, throw in some gentian
to give it an overall sheen of twilight blue and you are

as near its color as you can get. A real beauty with
wide, every which way branching and up to 25 buds on
scape after scape. Try this shimmering bluish Rose
beauty. Exotically mysterious with its ever changing
colors it brings Peace, quiet and beauty to behold!

$200.00#89-13

MARIE BECKMAN (Tompkins 1995) E.VL. 30" Dor. 6" Flowers.
(From involved Tet lines). This is a huge, broad petaled
flower of full, flat form. The flowers are heavily
substanced with a sparkling velvety finish. Its color is

quite different and it is a great favorite with visitors
and ourselves. By the French Color Chart its almost a

full match to that called "Vichy" which is a smooth
blend of honey, pale copper and light peachy apricot.
Here we call it Peach Champagne. It has very widely
branched stalks and scape after scape, all season long.
If you like thrills and chills try this sparkling brand
of Champagne!
#89-6A $150.00



PICTURE READY (Tompkins 1995) EVL. 29" Dor. 5 1/2" to 6"
Flower. (From involved Tet lines.) This is our favorite
in pure true Cadmium yellow. It opens early and lasts
much of the second day. It has broad petals, a
beautiful, full faced, round form and a wonderfully
ruffled edge to its velvety petals. Its stalks with
showbench branching and bud placing perfection. Make it

look as if it had spent the night grooming itself to be

Picture Ready" for the day to come. See picture on page
$200.00

tl

#91-1

RIDER COWBOY (Tompkins 1995) EM.VL. 36" Dor. 6" Flowers.
(Poinciana X (Spellbreaker x Blenheim Royal)). This is

a truly spectacular new red that has simply taken every
visitor by storm. Non burning, extra rich and very clean

with wide, heavily substanced long lasting flowers.
Offset by a very small jade green heart. It has strong
stalks with every which way branching and up to 30 buds.

It has lush, deep green foliage in excellent proportion
to its stalks. Its a wonderful parent, producing
fabulous seedlings. We can hardly wait each day to see

its new children and grandchildren.
#91-89 $200.00

STOLEN MOMENT (Tompkins 1995) M.VL. 38" Dor. 5 1/2" to
6" Flower. ((Pad Parents of Twilight Zone) x (Seductress

29-401)) X Love Goddess This is a full flower with
extra broad petals and sepals that open flat, recurving
only enough to make a huge round bloom. Sunfast and
heavily substanced with a sparkling velvety finish. The
color is a rich true Rose Called

X

Tyrea Rosa" by the
charts. An English chart we have calls it Dusky
Hollyhock Rose, which is closer we think and it has a
rich undertone of blue velvet that gives it an allover
Rosy blue cast. Lots of blooms and scapes. Exciting!
#90-45

»!

$100.00

N0i4/ rH£5£ FACTS



EARLIER DAYLILY INTRODUCTIONS

KIND SOUL (Tomp. *92) This is a
bluish lilac flower with broad

petals and sepals. It has a rich
lemon throat that extends in a

cream to cream pink watermark that

ends in a very slight halo of

deeper blue pink. The flowers are

wide and flat with slightly waved

$25.00edges

AROUND SUNRISE (Tomp. *92) This is

Chamoisy buckskin blended Carpel

pink, very close to Rouge Crevette.

Its blossoms have a tiny green

throat that expands through Lime

yellow to a zone of Begonia

$50.00rose.

BLENHEIM ROYAL (Tomp. ’92) This is

a  flamboyantly flame bright red,
which is between Vermillion and

Scarlet. A big fat flower with

broad petals and sepals with neatly

ruffled edges and a tiny green
$60.00throat

92) This is aPOINCIANA (Tomp.

self of vivid Scarlet red with a

very tiny throat of lime and green.

Very broad petals and sepals. We

have compared every red and this is

by far the reddest we have ever
$75.00seenCANDY FLOSS (Tomp. ’92) This is a

hot looking pink, smooth and very

bright. Its pinkness is accented by
a band of vivid purple red like
blended Analin and Fuchine red. Its

blooms open wide with sepals

recurving slightly at their tips.
The flowers are fluted with a

slight picoteed edge $40.00

SINISTER (Tomp.

with very wide petals and sepals

that open flat. Sultry, mysterious

and almost sinister looking. Its

throat of lime yellow sweeps out

onto dusky cineraria violet petals

like flood lights, almost in a

watermark pattern

92) Huge flowers

$50.00

ELEGANT ERA (Tomp. ’89) This

massive Chrome gold is very large
with a flat open form with extra

broad petal and sepals and almost

unbelieveable heavy substance that

sport nicely laced edges. A

Tetraploid that often has sib pods
$20.00by Dip pollen

SONG OF ANGELS (Tomp. ’92) It is a

bright Red Raspberry color. A pure

self of lovely form. Broadly

proportioned with the petals and

sepals nicely ruffled. Strong, well

branched scapes $75.00

SPELL BREAKER (Tomp. ’92) A

Cardinal red self with an undertone

of blue that makes it have an

electric blue shade. Large flowers

of flat lily like form with good

petal width and nice ruffling. It

has a small lime yellow throat with

a tiny quarter inch arrow pointing

up the petal $40.00

FRONTIER DAYS (Tomp. ’92) A flower

of shockingly bright Cereise red

which is even more neon bright by a
suggestion of a hidden blue

undertone. Huge flowers almost
refuse to fold. It is a self with

only a dime sized throat of green.
Flat of form

fluted

and very gently

$30.00

’92) This is aWAVE CREST (Tomp.
near white. Wave Crest has flowersJEWELED IVORY (Tomp. *92) Colonial

Ivory with a pale shimmery Lemon

gilt overcast. The petals and

sepals are super wide and the

petals open flat with sepals
rather

$30.00

recurving, giving it

triangular shape

that open nice and full with broad

petals and sepals that are

delightfully ruffled. It is very

clean with just a trace of palest

pink tinted lemon in its
throat $65.00



FLEUR DE LIS GARDENS

HEMEROCALLIS GENERAL LIST

ABSALON Ruffled creamy

pink 5.00
AGAPE LOVE Ivory self with
pink midribs
AMY CHRISTINE Shining

25.00

Small pink
...8.00

Rounded

...7.00

5.00

red

AMY LODISE

bitone

ANCIENT EGYPT
00

chrome gold

0 n

ANGELOS ANGEL Cream peach
30.00blend

ANN BLOCKER Pink

bitone

ANN CROCHET Cream pink
18.00

10.00

self

ANNIE GOLIGHTLY Chinese
.5.00

red

15.00

red

APACHE FIRE Fire

self

7=^

APPLE CRISP Large cinnamon
5.00copperAh yes, mother had CORN lilies.<(

ASIAN PEARL Lemon and
5.00pink

ATLANTA HEARTS DESIRE Lavender pink edged gold...12.00
ATLANTA FULL HOUSE Bright yellow self
ATLANTA MOONLIGHT Light yellow with green throat..9.00
ATMOSPHERE Huge shell pink with rouged halo
AVIANCE Pink with buff overtone and green throat..5.00
AVON CRYSTAL ROSE Ruffled deep blue rose
BAJA Older but still top red
BALLENTREA Salmon rose eith lime yellow throat....7.00
BALLET BELLE Glowing apricot cream self
BELLE AMBER Dark honey amber with green throat....5.00
BENCHMARK Famous broad lavender

10.00

5.00

9.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

lilac and rose pink polychrome... 5.00
.6.00

30.00

.9.00

BLUE EYED CATHERINE Lavender blue with deeper eye.5.00
BLUE HAPPINESS Rosy flower with bluish edges 6.00
BOOKMARK Large flaring Salmon pink
BORGIA QUEEN Lavender mauve with darker blue eye.11.00
BRIGHT SUNSET Burnt orange with deeper throat
BROADMORE RED Ruffled bright red
BROCADED GOWN Ruffled yellow
BURGUNDY BABE Glowing wine with dark purple eye...5.00
BURMESE SUNLIGHT Lemony cream flushed pink..
BUTTERSCOTCH CHARM Dusty butterscotch
BY MYSELF Enormous dazzling gold
CALL GIRL Massive heavily ruffled melon pink

BENGALEER Cream,
BETTY BARNES Orchid with pink undertone
BEYOND THE BLUE Ruffled lavender blue..

BLOOD SPOT Blood red with darker eye

7.00

.5.00

20.00

.9.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

5.00



.5.00

25.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

CHARLES TROMMER Light yellow with green throat....5.00
CHARLIE'S ANGELS Pink with yellow throat...
CHATEAU BLANC Pale ivory with orchid tint..
CHATEAU DE FLEUR Lavender purple with ivory
CHERBOUGE Pale tannish rose blend

CHERRY CHAPEAU Rose pink and ivory
CHICAGO APACHE Huge blackish toned scarlet.
CHICAGO BRAVE Vivid red self with citron throat...5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

CAMELOT GOLD Golden copper blend
CAROLIAPPLE Bright red with green throat
CAROUSEL PRINCESS Lemony buff with rose eye..
CASUAL PLEASURE Pink lavender blend

CAVALIERS GOLD Mini of glowing chrome yellow.
CHAMPAGNE MOON Cream white with pinkish lilac

5.00

5.00

25.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

CHICAGO CHERRY Large self of bright red
CHICAGO FIRECRACKER Vivid scarlet red..

CHICAGO MAID Rich honey gold with rose eye
CHICAGO SALMON Huge salmon pink self
CHINA CALM Pale cantaloupe cream, velvety finish..5.00
CHIPPER CHERRY Cherry red self
CHORUS LINE Small flowered pink with rose halo....6.00

5.00

5.00

CHOSEN ONE Ivory and white tinted lime
CINNAMON ROLL Custard yellow with cinnamon halo...5.00
CLEMENCEAUX Greenish yellow and overtone of pink.20.00
CLOVERDALE Huge pink overtoned silvery orchid
COMMANDMENT Glistening melon orange
COMMISSAR Choice flower of scarlet red

5.00

5.00

7.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

COMMON SENSE Brilliant golden double
CONDELLA Deep sunny gold double
COPPER SUMMER Large copper with yellow throat
CORTEZ COVE Very wide petaled lime yellow....
COSMIC HUMMINGBIRD Mini peachy cream, red eye
COURTLY LOVE Pastel chalk cream, pink and gold....5.00

.7.00

10.00

10.00

25.00

15.00

.5.00

CREEPY CRAWLER Light yellow with chartreuse.
CZARINA Ruffled deep apricot gold
DANCE BALLERINA DANCE Huge apricot pink self
DARK ANGEL Plum grape with blue eye
DARKTOWN STRUTTER Dark velvety black red....
DAVEO HOLMAN Deep pink with green throat....
DAVID PAUL FRENCH Golden yellow and molten copper.5.00
DAWN KENNON Large yellow self
DECATUR DICTATOR Mulberry with royal purple eye...5.00

7.00

5.00

DECATUR RHYTHM Large ruffled pink...
DECATUR SUN Brilliant Dandelion gold
DEJA VUE Lavender purple blend with deeper edge...7.00

.5.00

.9.00

.5.00

.5.00

20.00

5.00

DEMETRIUS Heavily ruffled yellow
DIAMOND ROSE Ruffled rose pink self
DOMINIC Deep blackish red
DORETHEA LOUISE Yellow cream near white...

DORYT MOSS Cream and pink with yellow halo
DOUBLE GARDENIA Most near white of the doubles.... 5.00

DOUBLE GRAPETTE Rich burgundy red flushed wine....5.00
DOUBLE PUFF One of the best dark yellow doubles... 5.00



POINCIANA



DOUBLE SUNBURST Cream blend with green throat.... 12.00
EARL ROBERTS Extra large, flat ivory lemon self...7.00
ED KIRCHOFF Huge golden chrome
EGYPTIAN IBIS Blended pink, cream and lilac
EMPERORS BUTTERFLY Lilac violet with creamy eye...7.00
EMPERORS DRAGON Silvery lilac with purple eye....25.00
ESKIMO Creamy yellow with white midribs
ESTELLE WHITMIRE Gray chartreuse blend.
ETOSHA Brilliant blend of orange and rose pink...15.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

9.00

5.00

7.00

EXOTIC MELODY Cream with green throat
FABULOUS PRIZE Cream pink with green throat
FAIRY CHIMES Creamy peach with lime throat.
FALCON CREST Beautifully formed dandelion yellow..5.00
FANNIE STABLER One of the most vivid reds

FASHION DRAMA Heavily ruffled yellow self
FATHER FIDALIS Bright yellow with green throat. 7.00
FAVORITE THINGS Bright lemon yellow
FENCING MASTER Claret purple with blue eye
FIERY MESSENGER Red with white midribs

FINEGAL'S CAVE Purple lilac blend with blue eye...5.00
FLAMES OF FORTUNE Large melon self
FLAMING SENSATION Tomato red with green throat...10.00
FLASHER Fiery orange and brass with brown flush...5.00

.7.00

12.00

.5.00

5.00

7.00

.5.00

14.00

.7.00

5.00

FLORISSANT ROSE Rose with chartreuse throat

FRANK GLADNEY Large coral pink
FRENCH FRENZY Gold with green throat
FRENCH PAVILION Rose pink with chalk watermark.... 7.00

FRENCH PORCELAIN Pale lilac and deep cream blend..9.00
GALA GREETINGS Bright light cherry red
GAY CRAVAT Odd creamy pink with burgundy eye
GAZA Magnificent ruffled lemon yellow.SCARCE
GEMINI Colonial cream tinted flesh

GEORGE CALEB BINGHAM Large pink blend
GINGHAM MAID Pink cream bitone

GIRL SCOUT Bright lemon with green throat...
GLEEMANS SONG Huge flower of citron yellow..
GLENDEVON Ivory melon with deeper pink eye..
GLITTERING GOWN Cream undertoned flesh pink.

GLORY IN RUFFLES Gorgeous peach blend
GOLDEN BOY Clear gold self with green throat
GOLDEN CHEER Soft peach self with green throat....9.00
GOLDEN PRIZE Magnificent gold self
GRAND PALAIS Silvery lilac lavender....
GRAND PRIZE Huge gold self infused pink
GREAT CONNECTIONS Light cream of impeccable form..7.00
GREEN FRINGES Greenish yellow with fringed edges..5.00
GREEN HEARTED PINK Pink with lime yellow throat...7.00
GUITAR STREET Ruffled dark red with yellow throat.5.00

5.00

5.00

.5.00

30.00

.5.00

.5.00

15.00

.5.00

.5.00

10.00

.9.00

10.00

.5.00

5.00

15.00

10.00

HAIDEE Clear Peach with pink veins
HARP OF DAVID Ivory self
HARRY BARRAS Ruffled yellow self
HEARTS GLEE Cream self with rich green throat
HEAVENLY TREASURE Pastel peach and gold blend....15.00

6.00

5.00

5.00



.7.00

10.00
HIGH LAMA A blend of gray, green and lavender
HIGHLAND CRANBERRY Rose cranberry blend
HOLIDAY DELIGHT Blackish orange red with red eye..5.00
HOLIDAY HAPPINESS Bright red with chartreuse
HOMEWARD BOUND Pale melon pink on cream base
HONEY ROUND Honey cream with gold green throat... 40.00
HOUDINI Bright rosy violet with cream throat
HUDSON VALLEY Famous cream yellow
HYMN Apricot melon blend with green throat..
IMMORTAL LOVE Yellow green self
IMPERIAL GUARD One of the brightest of reds.
IMPERIAL WATERMARK Wine rose with cream watermark.5.00

INCANTATION Rich orchid with creamy halo
INDY RHAPSODY Ruffled rose red

IRISH BALLEEK Huge yellowish cream
IRISH ICE Massive ruffled ice green
IRISH LINEN Orchid with bright deep halo
IRISH LULLABY Taffy beige with brownish eye..
IVORY DAWN Ivory with faint tint of lilac
JACOB Huge broad flower of Bordeau red
JAMAICA ROSE Rose red with copper overtone...
JAMBALAYA Orange with brownish eye
JIM WATSON Wide ruffled red self

JOCK RANDALL Famous rosy wine blend
JOHNNY BARBOUR Airy flowers of rich red black
JOLLY LAD Greenish cream and yellow
JUDITH Blush pink with vivid rose eye
JUNE MELODY Pink with rose eye
KALLISTA Huge ruffled pastel cream
KANDAHAR Huge amber and taffy gold blend
KATE CARPENTER Sought after cream pink blend.
KATE HOLLINGSWORTH Lavender rose and lilac...

5.00

9.00

5.00

5.00

7.00

5.00

5.00

.5.00

50.00

.6.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

30.00

.5.00

.7.00

.5.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

30.00

.7.00

10.00KECIA Wonderful pale yellow self
KING LAMONI Dark blackish red with picoteed edge..5.00
KINGS CLOAK Mammoth rosy wine blend
KIOWA SUNSET Ruffled cinnamon with green throat..20.00

6.00

7.00

KOKESHI Very rich and dark toned red....
LA CHARMANTE Rose pink with cream throat
LA MER Blue lavender with light blue eye
LACEY MARIONETTE Yellow spider with green throat.12.00

5.00

9.00

5.00

LACQUERED URN Glistening odd pumpkin color
LADDIE BOY Watermelon with light burgundy veining.5.00
LAMON Rosy purple self
LAKE NORMAN SUNSET Rosy pink with coral
LAVENDER DEW Sparkling blue with orchid cast
LEMON FLURRY Chiffon yellow with rosy throat
LEMON LYRIC Luscious true lemon self

5.00

.7.00

.5.00

.5.00

.7.00

15.00

25.00
LENOX Cream with cream green throat.
LEXINGTON AVE Burgundy with pink eye
LIGHTS OF DETROIT Yellow with cinnamon overtone .. . 5.00

LIMOGES PORCELAIN Cinnamon pink and amber cream..15.00
5.00LINDA GUIDRY Magenta and purple blend

LITTLE BRANDY Pink with green throat. 5.00



.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

20.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

LITTLE BUSINESS Red self

LITTLE DEEKE Orange gold blend
LITTLE FAT DAZZLER Mini of deep rose
LITTLE FRUIT CUP Cream with strawberry eye
LITTLE GRAPETTE Mini in grape purple
LITTLE PAUL Yellow with burgundy eye
LITTLE RED HOT Dark red with gold eye
LITTLE SHOWOFF Eyecatching cream, vivid red eye...5.00

5.00LITTLE WART Top notcher in rich lavender....
LITTLE WAYNE Lavender rose with green throat
LOOK AWAY Velvety brown with chocolate red eye....5.00
LOUIS McHARGUE Large flaring rosy bloom
LOVE ME Deep pink with green throat....
LULLABY BABY Mini in rich pink
LUSTROUS JADE Lime to melon yellow
MAD HATTER Deep ruby red

5.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

5.00

MAE GRAHAM Mammoth creamy pink, wide and ruffled..5.00
MAE UNGER Very flat round flower of mid pink.
MAGGIE McDowell Pastel gray lavender
MAGIC MARVEL Wide and flaring citron yellow .
MAJESTIC SWEETNESS Magnificent large yellow..
MALAYSIAN MONARCH Purple with ivory throat...
MANDARIN'S COAT Claret red with ember red eye
MARIACHI Lavender purple with green gold throat... 5.00

6.00

.5.00

12.00

.6.00

.5.00

25.00

.5.00

MASK BALL Pastel peach with purple eye
MATEUS Rose wine with gold heart
MATT Ruffled bronze and butterscotch..

.5.00

15.00

.7.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.7.00

MAUNA LOA Huge golden flower
MAYAN POPPY Florescent coral and tangerine
MERLE KENT Vivid red self

MERLE WHITE Deep chrome yellow
MERRY WITCH Blended rose, violet and pink
METAPHOR Blue lavender with white green throat.... 6.00

MICHELLE MY BELLE Bright yellow with tangerine 7.00
10.00

.7.00

.7.00

.7.00

.7.00

. 5.00

15.00

.6.00

.5.00

.7.00

20.00

.6.00

MIDNIGHT MAGIC Deep purple black
MIGHTY MOGUL Huge flat oxblood red
MING TEMPLE Ruffled and laced rich cream self

MIRACLE MAID Dark clean red self

MISTY LAVENDER Lavender pink spider
MODERNAIRE Cantaloupe with pink ribs
MONICA MARIE Wonderfully formed, near white
MOON OF XANADU Creamy flesh and cream blend
MOON PIE Ruffled cream looks diamond dusted

MOON SNOW Lovely ruffled creamy white
MOONLIGHT ORCHID Blue lavender with white..

MOOREA Deep pink with deeper eye
MOORISH KING Huge wine red and bronze red..
MOTHER SUPERIOR Snowy double in rich rose..
MOZAMBIQUE Cherry red double with yellow throat..15.00
MUMBO JUMBO Lacy cream and pinkish buff blend
MURIEL MILSTED Dusky old rose with red halo..
MURRAY MIDNIGHT Deep red purple self.Super...
MY BELLE Deep creamy flesh tinted lilac

.5.00

10.00

5.00

.5.00

15.00

.5.00i



MY FUNNY VALENTINE Large rose pink
MYSTERIOUS Ruffled rose pink and lavender...
NAROBI NIGHT Blend of plum and wine
NELL KEOWN Round yellow ruffled self
NEPAL Bright yellow, orange yellow overtones
NIGHT QUEEN Purple with lime throat
NILE PLUM Deep violet with ivory eye
NIVEA GUEST Bright purple with green throat.
NORMA RAE Salmon rose blend, green throat...
NORTHERN LEMON STAR Pale lemon over white...

NOTORIOUS Huge tomato red self
OCEAN ICE Bluish lavender with blue eye
OLIVE BAILEY LANGDON Rich purple self
ORANGE BLAZE Deep Chrome orange with red eye
ORANGE PRELUDE Always enjoyable! Deep orange 5.00
ORANGE SLICE Rich orange with melon pink eye
PACA MERE Yellow with green throat
PAGODA GODDESS Pastel Ivory, cream and pink.
PAINTED SQUAW Dusky lilac and peach blend...
PAINTER POET Enormous pink and cream bicolor
PALACE CONCUBINE Pink self

PALACE LANTERN Vivid pink rose with green throat..9.00
PALE RIDER Near white self

PANDORAS BOX Mini ivory with purple eye....
PAPAL GUARD A glowing red self
PAPER BUTTERFLY Creamy peach with blue eye.
PAPER DRAGON Lilac russet amber blend

PASS ME NOT Yellow and copper orange
PATTERNED GOLD Yellow gold with buff throat
PAUPER PRINCE Lilac mauve with creamy watermark...7.00
PEARL CHIFFON Light cream with tones of orchid... . 6.00

PERSIAN MARKET Rosy blend with deeper throat
PERSIAN PLUM Mauve plum with green throat...
PETITE PETTICOATS Pale yellow
PETRUCHIO Blended pink, peach, rose and red.
PINK CANARY Yellow with pink overtone
PINK PUPPET Luscious pink blend
PITTSBURG GOLDEN TRIANGLE Enormous golden yellow..5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

9.00

PORCELAIN PLEASURE Ivory cream with green throat..9.00
PRAIRIE BLUE EYES Near blue with deeper eye
PRIME MINISTER Red self with gold throat...
PRINCE OF VENICE Mauve with chartreuse center.... 10.00

PRINCESS EDEN Peach with pink halo
PRINCESS MOONBEAM Huge pink with cream eye.
PRINCETON BLUSH Very pale pink
PRINCETON COUNTRY BUTTER Butter gold self..
PRINCETON EYE GLOW Rusty cream with red eye
PRINCETON FIRE ENGINE Vivid red self

PRINCETON GLEAM Huge golden yellow

.5.00

12.00

10.00

.6.00

.7.00

.6.00

12.00

30.00

.5.00

.5.00

.8.00

50.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

15.00

10.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

7.00

.5.00

.5.00

16.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

5.00

.5.00

.5.00

10.00

.6.00

.5.00

POLLY MAYO Enormous pale lavender rose
PONGEE SILK Smoky amber blend
PONY Lavender and cream bicolor

POOGIE Ruffled pink self

5.00

5.00

.7.00

.5.00

55.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

50.00



PRINCETON GRAPE Huge ruffled purple grape.TOPS...55.00
PRINCETON PINK A lovely deep pink tinted salmon...5.00
PRINCETON POLYCHROME Pink cream blend

PURPLE MOUNTAINS MAJESTY Very dark purple
PYWACKET Creamy rose with bright lavender eye
QUEENS DELIGHT Pink with creamy throat
QUEENS GRACE Magenta rose flushed fuchsia....
QUEENS MEMENTO Orchidy lilac with cream throat... 10.00
RAIN ROCKET Polychrome blend of cream and pink....5.00
RASPBERRY FLAIR Raspberry rose with green throat.20.00
RASPBERRY WINE Rosy wine flushed cardinal red
RED RHAPSODY Red self with lime green throat 15.00
RED STREAK Blood red self with dark green throat..5.00
RED VOLUNTEER Huge velvety finished red
RENAISSANCE FAIR Pale magenta with purple eye
RESPIGHI Purple with lime throat
REVEALING BEAUTY Ivory pink blend
RILEY BARRON Faultless favorite red

50.00

.9.00

.6.00

6.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

5.00

30.00

.6.00

.6.00

10.00

.9.00

.5.00

.5.00

RING OF BLUE Peach pink with blue eye
RINGS OF GLORY Lavender with four color bands

ROCK CANYON Ruffled ivory yellow and pink....
ROCKET CITY Bright tangerine pink
ROSE CHENTZ Rich rose to pink. Broad, ruffled. 15.00

7.00ROSE EMILY Rose pink self
ROYAL CORDURAY Pale blue pink with purple eye 5.00

ROYAL EVENTIDE Pale lilac and rose blended orchid.5.00

ROYAL HEIRESS Burgundy with deep watermark
ROYAL SARACEN Lavender violet, watermarked cream.10.00

ROYAL SPRITE Bing cherry red undertoned flame
RUBY THROAT Glistening ruby red with green throat.5.00

.5.00

.7.00

.5.00

15.00

.7.00

9.00

5.00

RUFFIAN Bright greenish yellow
RUFFLED FEATHERS Lacy ruffled pink
RUFFLED ORIGINAL Large ruffled gold
RUFFLES ELEGANTE Ruffled orchid rose pink.
SAFFRON GLOW Light golden self
SATIN SIREN Large satiny finished garnet red 7.00

10.00

10.00
SCARLET CHALICE Elegant formed scarlet red
SCARLET ORBIT Ultra showy vivid red
SCARLET TANAGER Vivid scarlet with lime throat...  . 5.00

.6.00

.5.00

.6.00

.5.00

10.00

.5.00

SEMIRAMIDE Glowing claret plum with chalky eye....7.00
SERENA LADY Pink with gold edging
SERENE MADONNA Near white with green throat
SHABUI SPLENDOR Creamy flesh, ivory and orchid 5.00
SHADOWED PINK Huge, in class with Sabie
SHADOWLAND GOLD Rich saffron gold
SHOCK WAVE Giant yellow gold self
SIAMESE ROYALTY Huge burgundy rose

SCARLOCK Dark red with green throat
SCOTLAND Bright velvety ruby red
SEBASTIAN Purple self
SECOND HAND ROSE Rose pink, lemon green eye
SEDUCTOR Huge dark red with green throat...
SEDUCTRESS Gray and lavender overtoned blue

7.00

5.00

7.00

5.00

.7.00

15.00



5.00SILK AND HONEY Cream and honey blend
SILOAM AMAZING GRACE Yellow with green throat 25.00
SILOAM BYELO Medium rose pink with deeper eye
SILOAM CANDY GIRL Ruffled rose pink
SILOAM CHARLES STINETT Large yellow self
SILOAM DAN TAU Large creamy pink with deeper eye.
SILOAM DOODLE BUG Lemon with purple eye
SILOAM DOUG MAYFIELD Yellow self

SILOAM DREAM BABY Lovely pale melon pink
SILOAM FAIRY MIST Large ruffled yellow
SILOAM FRENCH LACE Large yellow self
SILOAM FROSTED MINT Lovely pony sized lemon
SILOAM JANDEE Lovely yellow with red brown eye..
SILOAM JOHN YONSKI Pale creamy pink
SILOAM KEWPIE DOLL Tiny glowing rose cream
SILOAM LITTLE ANGEL Choice ruffled pink

SILOAM MAMA Gorgeous golden yellow self
SILOAM MERLE KENT Vivid orchid with violet eye....9.00
SILOAM PEE WEE Small cream with red purple eye....5.00

5.00

9.00

6.00

.7.00

.5.00

.9.00

10.00

12.00

12.00

.6.00

.5.00

.5.00

. .9.00

.15.00

..5.00

.12.00

..7.00

SILOAM POWDER PINK Exquisite ruffled pink
SILOAM RARE GEM Lovely purple bicolor
SILOAM RED CHERRY Rich rose to cherry red

SILOAM RIBBON CANDY Rosy pink with red eye...
SILOAM ROBBIE BUSH Rose with deeper eye
SILOAM ROYAL PRINCE Rose ruffled lavender

SILOAM SHOW GIRL Rich red with deeper red eye
SILOAM TOM THUMB Dandelion gold with deep red eye.5.00
SILOAM URY WINNEFORD Cream with large purple eye..7.00

10.00

9.00

6.00

7.00

9.00

7.00

SILOAM VIRGINIA HENSON Cream with purple eye
SILVERY SWAN Pale rose flushed lilac
SIR LANCELOT Red self with chartreuse throat.... 10.00
SLIT SKIRT Orchid blend, smooth and velvety
SMOKY MOUNTAIN AUTUMN Large rose blend
SMOOTH FLIGHT One of the finest pinks
SNOW SHADOWS Pale lilac with green cream throat...5.00
SOLAR CREST Ivory cream and pale blended flesh..
SOLOMON'S ROBE Ruffled purple with jade throat..100.00
SPANISH GLOW Warm peach with green throat
SPODE Luscious icy pink self
STACY COX Lovely cream gold double
STELLA DE ORO Mini golden yellow
STRAWBERRY FLING Cream pink with strawberry eye..12.00
STRAWBERRY ROSE Heavily ruffled rose. Massive
STRAWBERRY SWIRL Rich pink with rose eye
STROKE OF MIDNIGHT Bright deep red double
STRUTTERS BALL Dark black with maroon undertone..20.00

10.00

6.00

7.00

15.00

.9.00

..6.00

12.00

12.00

.5.00

.5.00

.7.00

.7.00

10.00

STUDY IN SCARLET Burning ruffled red
SUGAR COOKIE Lovely cream self
SUNS EYE Lovely yellow self
SUNSHINE PRIZE Huge wide petaled medium yellow..
SUPER PRIZE Huge wide petaled rose pink
SWEET CREAM Ruffled creamy peach pink
TALI QUEEN Glistening pink flushed rose

.15.00

..5.00

..5.00

..6.00

..5.00

..5.00



TEAHOUSE GEISHA Ivory cream self
TET CATHERINE WOODBURY Cream with orchid tint

THEBES A huge wide petaled violet blend
THY TRUE LOVE Pink self with deep rose eye...
TIA Dark pink

TIME LORD Electric rose, red and copper toned.... 10.00
TIME WINDOW Lavender blend with green throat
TINY TIKI Yellow and pink reverse bitone....
TIXIE Lovely little lemon with maroon eye...
TOWHEE Bright bittersweet red blend

TREASURE ROOM Huge wide petaled gold
TROPICAL DOLL Cream pink with green throat..

5.00

7.00

7.00

5.00

7.00

10.00

.5.00

.9.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

TWILIGHT CREPE Creped pink peach and cream blend..5.00
TWILIGHT SWAN Florescent pastel pink
VALEDICTORIAN Tangerine with white throat eye
VALENTINE HEARTS Velvety garnet red
VENDETTA Bright blood red with dark eye
VERA BIAGLOW Rich rose pink with paler edge..
VICTORIA E BARNES Pink and creamy gild blend.
VICTORIAN DAYS Violet mauve grape

5.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

25.00

.5.00

90.00

VICTORIAN LADY Huge beige yellow and mauve blend..5.00
VISUAL PLEASURE Ruffled bluish lavender

WALLY NANCE III Bright ruby red with green throat.5.00
WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL Lavender rose gold blend.... 7.00

5.00

WEARING THE GREEN Green yellow with green throat.10.00
6.00

6.00

WATER WITCH Creamy orchid with rosy eye

WHITE FANTASY Very broad near white....
WHITE TEMPTATION Nearly true white self
WHIZ BANG Ruffled flamingo pink

7.00

5.00

WIND CONCERTO Pearly orchid with creamy throat.... 5.00
WINTER REVERIE Lavender, mauve and cream blend.... 7.00
WINTER ROSES Ruffled muted rose

XOCHOMILICO Rose, peach and pink with yellow halo.7.00
YELLOW MAMMOTH Lemon yellow spider

35.00

20.00

HOSTAS

ANTIOCH My mothers origination. Variegated
ARCTIC CIRCLE Medium large white edge
BLUE BOY Medium sized. Blue in spring
BLUE CADET Nice, small leaved blue

.5.00

20.00

.5.00

.4.00

BLUE OX Huge, round, puckered leaf leathery blue.75.00
CYNTHIA Gold mottled and splashed light green.... 15.00
DEWLINE Large, long pointed leaf with white edge.40.00
GILT EDGE Gold edged leaves. Cream edge in sun...40.00
JADE LANCER Huge green, white bordered leaves.... 50.00
LAKEPORT BLUE Huge, blue biscuit tufted leaves... 15.00

75.00

10.00

NORTH PACIFIC HIGH Enormous plant, huge...
PIZZAZZ Large frost blue with white border
SNOWBOUND Sibling to Sunny Smiles 70.00

SUM AND SUBSTANCE Tall variety, yellow leaves ... . 22.00
SUNNY SMILES Nile green with broad white edge....75.00

...75.00

SOLD OUT

TATTLETALE GRAY Huge leaves, tall plants
VERSAILLES BLUE A huge, elegant blue



FLEUR DE LIS GARDEISTS

185 NE TERRITORIAL RD

CANBY OR 97013

503-266-7793

Name Date

Address Amt Enclosed

City
If We Are Out Of What You Order, Shall We

(  ) Substitute Nearest Variety ( ) Refund

Zip CodeState

Quantity Variety Price
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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14

15

$5 00POSTAGE & HANDLING

.50 PER PLANT OVER 5 PLANTS

BACK PAGE TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL
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VARIETIES ON DISPLAY

A BREED APART

ADMIRALS BRAID

AFFAIR TO REMEMBER

ALWAYS AFTERNOON

ANASTASIA

ARCTIC ANGEL

ASIAN VIOLET

BANANA REPUBLIC

BAYOU BRIDE

BECKYS KISS

BEL AIRE DAWN

BEST KEPT SECRET

BIMINI RUN

BLUE LEGEND

BROADWAY GAL

CAROLICHARM

CAROLIPEACH

CAROLISALMON

CAROLISPIDER

CHILD OF FORTUNE

CIMMARON KNIGHT

CREATIVE EDGE

DANDY DWARF

DEEP POOLS

DELECTABLE

DBL DYNAMITE DAVID

DRAGONS DAWN

DRAGONS ORB

DRAGONS TREASURE

DREAM BLUE

EMERALD ENCHANTMENT

ENCHANTED CIRCLE

ENCHANTED SPELL

FORTUNES FOLLY

FULL MOON MAGIC

HAMLET

HONEY EYED

INDIGO MOON

INSPIRED EDGE

INTEGRITY

IVORY PEARL

JASON SALTER

LIGHT OF HEAVEN

MAJESTIC MORNING

MAYFAIRY SEASON

MIMOSA UMBRELLA

MY GIRL

NILE QUEEN
ORIENTAL SILK

PANACHE

PATCHWORK PUZZLE

PICASSO

POLLYANNA PAULA

PRINCETON BOLD

PRINCETON PINK DREAM

PURPLE JOY

RASPBERRY CANDY

REGAL BRAID

ROYAL AUTUMN

SEA SIREN

SEMINOLE WIND

SICILIAN SUMMER

SILKEN TOUCH

SMASH HIT

SOUTHER SUNSHINE

SPANISH GRANDEE

SWEET SUMMER HEAT

TELLER OF TALES.

TEMPLE OF DAWN

THAIS

TOMORROWS DREAM

TOO MARVELOUS

TROPICAL SNOW

UNFORGETTABLE FIRE

VELVET SHADOWS

VENDETTA

VENUS DE

WEDDING BAND

WELL OF SOULS

WHITE OPAL

WITCHES THIMBLE



THE MELTING POT

Borders, I.B.s, Dwf.
And Whatever

AMBER LYNN (Meek '82) BB. Apricot
with white falls 3.00

APOLLO*S TOUCH (Nic. ’91) IB. Cream

with yellow falls edged white 3.00
APRIL ANGEL (Nic. '91) SDB. Ruffled

3.00ivory

BEAUTIFUL BABY {Tomp. ’90) BB. Ivory,

lemon and gold. Tops!

BLOOD COVENANT (Nic. ’91) SDB. Pale

buff with garnet brown falls..4.00

BORDERLINE (Ohio '84) BB. Ivory
3.00

3.00

flushed lime yellow.

BUTTER PECAN (Hager '83) IB. Yellow
3.00plicata

CANDY FLOSS (Kep. ’90) IB. Peach

cream with yellow falls

CATNAP (Tomp. ’87) BB. Vivid cerise
red with cardinal red beard...5.00

5.00

CIMMARON ROSE (Nic. ’90) BB. Vivid
5.00

COLORFLICK (Brown '91) BB. Apricot

pink and yellow blend
COMANCHE TRAIL (Nic. '91) SDB. Creamy

yellow with falls of ivory 3.00
.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.3.00

.4.00

.5.00

10.00

15.00

.5.00

mini Camelot Rose type

5.00

‘‘Due to fall-out, you think?

COPPER GLAZE (Hamb. ’85) BB. Copper flame

COURTIN TIME (Tomp. '87) BB. One of the deepest pinks. Excellent!

DARK RINGS (Gatty '93) BB. Bright blue and white plicata

DEANNA DARCY (Meek '79) BB. Mauve with light falls bordered mauve

EVENING EPITAPH (Nic. '91) IB. Violet with dark violet falls

FAUX PAS (Kep. '90) BB. Dusky peach with rusty lilac over falls

FIREBUG (Gatty '93) IB. Vivid Yellow with falls bordered yellow

HIS HONOR (Meek '92) BB. Ruffled and fluted gold with white blaze...

HONKY TONK HUSSY (Meek '91) BB. Ruffled garnet red with garnet beard

HOT NIGHT (Tomp. *93) BB. Glowing black red with black red beard. Wow!..15.00

HUSH PUPPY (Kep- ’85) SDB. Hush puppy chamois with rich blue beard

JUDIE (Tomp. ’89) IB. Blend of blue yellow, lilac and pink. Choice

. 3.00

.5.00

.5.00

.3.00

15.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.5.00

.3,00

LENORA PEARL (Nic. ’90) BB. Ruffled orange pink. Reblooms

LOVING CUP (Meek ’85) BB. Sky blue with white falls

LOW SPIRITS (Kep. *94) BB. Short pale Salmon buff and rosy purple.

MASTER SLEUTH (Nic. ’85) BB. Colonial ivory plicata flushed violet

MISTY REFLECTIONS (Nic. ’85) IB. Ruffled light blue bitone

MOTTO (Gatty *93) SDB. Ruffled white plicata with blue banding....

PETITE BALLET (Kep. ’92) BB. Pale blue with snowy white falls

PINK KITTEN (Wood ’77) BB. Elegant blue pink

PUNCH (Tomp. ’89) BB. Ivory, buff and blue with wine red falls. Super!... 5.00

QUOTE (Gatty ’93) SDB. Greenish lemon edged plum and honey

RINKY DINK (Kep. ’93) BB. Pink buff bordered and sanded rose

RODEO CLOWN (Nic. ’91) IB. Yellow, flecked with red and orange beard

ROYAL DECREE (Nic. '88) SDB. Vivid violet with white area on beard..

SARAH TAYLOR (Taylor ’79) SDB. Buff tinted yellow with black beard..

SHRIMP BOAT (Gatty ’92) BB. Pink, peach and chamois with salmon beard 7.00
3.00

5.00

15.00

.3.00

.5.00

.4.00

TCHIN TCHIN (Gatty ’88) IB. Blended peach and buff pink..

TRIPLET (Kep. ’88) IB. Melon pink with apricot gold falls

TRIVIA (Kep. '90) IB. Chamois tan plicata washed burgundy

3.00

3.00
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